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Forest Meeting.
meeting of the supervisors in the
New Mexico, Arizona, Arkansas and
Florida forests was held in El Paso
today for the purpose of instruction,
and to decide on matters of economic
administration of the forests under
each. About thirty men were at this
meeting, mostly supervisors, while
there were three from the district office in Albuquerque, and two men
F. C. W.
Irom Washington D. C.
Pooler, associate forester, of
querque, and Arthur H. Zachau, supervisor of the Chiricahua national forest came during the day. The meeting will last nearly a week.
A number of the supervisors and
rangers are expected here Tuesday
evening for the meeting.
A

HOWARD PYLE, ARTIST
AND AUTHOR, IS DEAD.

His "Wonder Clock" Fairy Tales and
Quaint Illustrations Delighted
Youngster 20 Years Ago.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Florence, Italy, Nov. 9. Howard
Pyle, the American author and artist
died here today of heart failure. He
was ,58 years of age.
Howard Pyle, the American illustrator and author, was born In Wilmington, Del., and was a pupil of the
Art Students League In New York.
His first outline drawings, in the spir
It of Durer's woodcuts, especially his
work for Robin Hood and Otto of the
Silver Hand, established his reputation as one of the first of American illustrators, and were followed by admirable sketches, of Colonial life in
New England and New Amsterdam, in
the portrayal of which he had no rival.
He is the author and illustrator ot
the Merry Adventures of Robin Hood,
Pepper and Salt, Within the Capes,
The Wonder Clock, The Rose of Paradise, Otto of the Silver Hand, A Modern Aladdin, Men of Iron, Jack Ballis-ter'- s
Fortunes, Twilight Land, The
Garden Behind the Moon, Semper
Jdem; Rejected of Men.
LORD SHOLTO DOUGLAS
DENIES HIS SUICIDE,
He Read in Last Night's Papers That
His Body Had Been Found,
in New York.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican'
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 9. Lord Shol-tDouglas, is in Seattle, perfectly
well. He read in last night's papers
that teh body of a New York- suicide
had been identified as his, and decided not to contradict the report
a
Lord Sholto has been conducting
mall cigar business in Seattle under
his own name, but seeking to avoid
o

-

notoriety.

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
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McKinley
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Sandoval
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Sanra Fe
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Majorities.

New York, Nov. 9. Although ap- (
proval by the court of the American
Tobacco reorganization plan had been
expected in Wall street, the move: . . .
ment of stocks today showed it had
not been discounted ent.rely in the recent advance. Prices rose steadi'y
SoCCjlTO
but though Che demand was heavy,
Taos
the market was not unsettled by the
Torrance
movement.
The largest trading was
Union
in the United
States steel.
This
Valencia
stock was bought in the belief, that
should the dissolution suit recently
Total
5600
filed against the corporation be deDemocratic Majorities.
X
cided against, the effect on security
Bernalillo
1200 X
in the light of the Tobacco
Colfax
250 X holders,
InDona Ana
300 X decision, would not be disastrous.
confidence
creased
was
in
shown
the
Grant
150 X
Lincoln
150 X buying and a heavier outside business was reported. Trading diminish
Otero
225 X
150 X ed when the market eased off frac
Quay
Bear operators took stock
Sierra
1500 X tionally.
Chaves ..:
1300 X offered and the list was rising briskly
Union Pacific rose to 17
350 X again.
Eddy
Roosevelt
600 X and a block of 7.000 shares of United
Curry
500 X States Steel was purchased at 01
San Juan
300 X after which it went to 02.
Many
X prominent stocks exceeded their pre
Total
7075 X vious best prices and the whole mar
McDonald's majority
1475 X ket took on a buoyant appearance.
X Bonds were firm with the American
demand.
X Tobacco issues In heavy
Unfavorable roturns from Dona The fours jumped 1 to 91
ard the
to 117
Ana, Colfax, Otero, Lincoln and other sixes 2
counties this morning soon wiped out
Excited buying characterized the
the favorable margin that Holm O. operations in the midday stock mar
Bursum seemed to have yesterday aft- ket. Large purchasing orders were
ernoon.
The splendid majorities in distributed all around the room and
San Miguel and Rio Arriba counties the market climbed steadily in the
did not help him much and as the face of the enormous profit taking by
New Mexican goes to press, McDon- last week's buyers. Traders who sold
ald's election by almost 2,000 majority stocks confidently
yesterdav when
is certain, and the chances of the the. market was weak were the most
other Republican candidates for elec- eager buyers. United States Steel im
tion grew smaller as the McDonald proved 4
to 63, Lehigh Valley 4
lead increased.
At this
American Smelting 4
to
writing to 174
Frank W. Clancy alone seems surely 72; Union Pacific 172
Internation
elected with the chances also very al Harvester 4 to 111
and Readfavorable to R, P. Ervien and George ing to 150
.The decision to pass
Curry and some chance for all of the the semiannual dividend of 2
per
others. In Colfax county, the lead of cent on American Cotton Oil caused
the surrender of the stocks to a
"
the Republican state ticket over
is 500, in San Miguel 400 and in
rise, but it did not fall below
like yesterday's Closing. After reacting a
Santa Fe county candidates
Frank W. Clancy are 223 ahead of the pslight fraction the whole list mounted
Btirsum vote and in Bernalillo county, to the highest again. Another slight
Clancy is ahead 523 of the Bursum selling movement was in progress at
2 o'clock.
The close was buovant.
vote.
San Miguel County.
Dividend Passed.
New York, Nov. 9 Directors
of
At 3 o'cloc kthis afternoon, with
three precincts to hear from Holm O the American Cotton Oil Company todividend
Bursum had a majority of 874 in San day, passed the
of 2
per cent on the common stock.
Miguel county; A. B. Stroup of 1175 The
dividend of
regular
and Secundino Romero of 1325.
4 per cent on the
preferred stock was
is
Locoed.
Albuquerque
declared.
Albuquerque, N. M.. Nov. 9. With
a number of outlying districts still
to be heard from, interest in returns
from Tuesday's elections today centers in the close race of the Republicans and the
coalition for the control
of the legislature which will elect two
United States senators. Returns this
morning gives the Republicans 37 out
of 72 votes in joint assembly and the
Cheyennes and Kiowas Do
coalition 31 with four seats in doubt.
Not Want to Abandon
Democrats admit, however, that there
is a strong possibility of the RepubliCustom
cans winning all of the four seats
still in doubt which would give them
a scant majority of ten. On the re- OPPOSED TO INDIAN
AGENT
turns available this morning,
the
make up of the, legislature is as follows:
Governor Cruce Promises to
Senate 14 Republicans, 9 DemoIntercede for Them at
crats and Progressive Republican one
doubtful.
Washington.
House, 23 Republicans, 22 Democrats and Progressive Republicans,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
three doubtful.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Nov. 9.
Should the coalition control the legSmarting under the threat of the Inis
islature, it
expected that one of the dian agent at Segar to abolish the
new senators will be a Democrat and Willow"
and the "Gift" dances of the
the other a Progressive Republican.
and Kiowa
a delega
Cheyenne
Places on the Democratic legislative tion of Indians headedtribes,
Chief Cloud
ticket were divided between the two and Chief Washee hasby
successfully
parties to the fusion.
with Governor Cruce to interThat the entire Democratic state pleaded
vene in their behalf at Washington.
ticket, headed by W. C. McDonald
The dances date from the time the
for governor, as well as the two Democratic congressional candidates, H. Indians roamed the plains and the red
men are loath to give them. They
B. Fergusson, and Paz Val
Verde, will
the idea that gatherings on
have majorities ranging between
occasions of this character lead to
2.000 and 3,000, seems
probable.
trouble and declare that a fair measDona Ana Countv.
McDonald carried Dona Ana county ure of the white man's liberty is bey as majority.
E. L. Medlar Bnnh ing denied.
The "Willow" dance, they said, is
lican, for judge, carried it by 98 ma
some brave decides to
jority; Morgan O. Llewellyn, Demo- given when
crat, for district attorney, carried it consecrate himself to certain services
The Republicans elected the to the tribe, and It lasts about two
by 17.
entire legislative ticket, H. B. Holt days. Only the men participate paintreceiving 2 majority; Presciliano ing their bodies as those of ancient
Moreno 77 majority, and W. H. H. costume.
They usually feast at Its
Llewellyn 147 majority.
The Repub conclusion.
"Gift" Dance.
licans elected the entire county ticket
The "gift" dance is particapted in
except probate clerk $nd probate
judge, who were elected by Demo by several tribes and the squaws as
crats. ... The Republican state ticket well as the men take part. They are
runs from 100 to 200 ahead of Bur garbed in their best, and the dance is
sum.
a very pretty custom, guests being
loaded with presents as evidence of
Colfax County.
Colfax county defeats Bursum by true Indian hospitality.
400 but gives rest of Republican state
ticket a majority.
THIS WILL MAKE THE
Chaves County,
HOUSE WIVES REJOICE.
With five precincts to hear from (By Special Leased Wire to Nw Mexican
New York, Nov. 9. All grades of reCbaves county gives McDonald 1150
fined sugars were reduced 10c a nun
dred today.
(Continued on Page isigM.)
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Peking is Doomed.
Peking, Nov. 9. The excitement is!
The residents of'
glowing tonight.
the Forbidden City are taking in;
great nnaniities of rice and other!
stores. Fifteen hundred infantry and
cavalry of the Manchu first division
who lied from Shi Kia Chung after
the asssassir.ation of Gen. Wu Lu
Cheng, arrived here today and entered'
the city. The legations consider that
al' hope for the Manchu dynasty nasi
vanished.
aii wuiet at Tien Tsin.
Tien Tsin, Nov. 9 All was quiet'
here at 3 o'clock this afternoon. Thoi
city has not yet gone over to the revoj

located about a mile from his home.
He began teaching at the age of 17,
after having attended a neighboring
academy to complete his education
at Cazenovia Seminary.
He resumed teaching, and while engaged in
teaching school he studied law though
he never engaged in its practice.
Admitted to Bar in Kansas.
Mr. McDonald came west to Fort
Scott, Kansas in the spring of 1880,
and while there he was admitted to
the bar.
In the same year he Came
to Las Vegas from that place, he
went overland to White Oaks where
there was considerable
excitement
over gold discoveries which had been
made there. He secured employment
in a store owned by A.- H. Jones, and
tie next year, 1881 he took up surveying and mining engineering work
which he followed successfully until
the summer of 1890 when he took
charge of the Carrizozo ranch temIn the fail of 1S90. after
porarily.
he had been there a few lK'i.c'Us, he
took charge of the ranch &.;.) he has
been practically in the absolute control of the management of its affairs
ever since.
"During this whole time," said Mr.
McDonald, "I have never used a dollar for politics of any one's money
except my own."
Held County Office.
He has been honored by the people
of his county at different times by
being elected to official positions. He
was assessor of Lincoln county in
1885 and 1886; was elected as a member of the house of representatives
of the twenty-nintlegislative assemof Lincoln,
bly for the counties
Chaves and Eddy in the fall of 1890,
and was elected as a member of the
board of county commissioners of his
county in 1904, serving as chairman
of the board in 1903 and 1906. Last
December he was elected in his absence and without his knowledge as
chairman of the Democratic Central
Committee.
Safe and Sound.
Mr. McDonald is a man of ability,
well educated.- - of the strictest integrity and is possessed of a high sense
of honor. - He has resided for many
-
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their active fight against the
plans proposed by the

com-

pany.
Slock market operators as a rule.
however, anticipated the action of
the court ever since the attorney general indicated his approval
of the
scheme.
The slight modifications made by
the court in the proposition submitted by the company, have brought
forth no expression of disappointment
or disapproval from the officers and
counsel of the disintegrating trust.
COL. HENRY F. BOWERS

DIES IN IOWA.

lutionists.
VVas Founder of American
Protective
Fierce Fighting at Nanking.
Association and a Well Known
9.
The Manchus
Nanking Nov.
Lawyer and Lecturer.
and Revolutionists rested on
their
arms today. The Loyal troops still (Rv
Special Lea.soil Wir to Nf-Mexican)
held Purple mountain,
the city's
Clinton, Iowa Nov. 9. Colonel HenThe
stronghold.
besiegers are await- ry Francis Bowers, founder and for
ing ammunition from Shanghai.
si:: years president of the American
In yesterday's fighting, the revolu- Protective Association
died today,
tionists lost 1,000 killed and wounded. aged 74.
The Manchus were strongly entrench
Colonel Bowers was born in
ed and had six
guns. They had
and was educated at home. He
uevn very jealous ot eacn otner s po-- ; removed to Iowa and was
deputy clerk '
sitior.s and their quarrel had been (ak-- j of the
courts, 1803; deputy recorder.
j
en up by their followers.
county recorder
He
jm; admitted
j was
Dictator Proclaimed.
to the bar in 1ST0 and
In an effort to control the situation practiced in the V. S. courts.
He
Tan Tsuan, the Republican govern-- j vas a special
with rank
or has been proclaimed dictator. But: of lieutenant-colone- l
on the staff
of
he is a scholar and not a leader and! Governor Gear
He found-eis reported as anxious to escape the
in 18K7 the American Protective
ORDER IN SPOKANE RATE
His family has left) Association.
He lectured in most of
responsibility.
CASES IS SUSPENDED. Chang Sha and some of the
members; the larger American cities.
of the provincial cabinet, including:
f
(Bv Special Leased Wire to
Mexican) ihe head of the customs and the for- Washington, D. C, Nov. 9. The eign minister have fled.
Rioting and: been disturbed, but fires have brok
commerce today granted a temporary indiscriminate
fighting are feared and en out in several sections of the naof the
injunction suspending the orders
people are streaming to the coun-ti- tive city, threatening its destruction.
the interstate commerce commission
districts.
Fu Chow is one of the most important
in the: Spokane rate cases until the
Women and Children Leave.
cities in the south having a populaccurt can review the decision on its
Foreign women and children have tion of 700,000. It is the seat of a namerits.
been ordered to leave Siang Tan and! val
arsenal, government shipyards, a
a similar order has been sent
to; mint, a school of navigation,
and a
Chang Te. Other important cities large dry dock. The
population is
in
re-- j
this
have
ihe
joined
province
TO
quiet today but a serious state of afvdt but. in all of them the revolution-- ' fairs is threatened,
owing to the
ists are conducting the government;
scarcity of provisions. Most of the
peacefully.
city's supply junks were captured by
LINCOLN Canton Proclaims Independence.
pirates in a
raid yesterthe day, the entirespectacular
Hong Kong, Nov. 9. Canton,
crew of the ship being
of
capital
Kwang Tung province, and; massacred.
The American
cruiser
the largest city in China, formally!
The Log Cabin in which He declared
arrived
here today together
Albany
its independence at noon to-- with a
Japanese destroyer.
Was Born Enshrined at
day, when the dragon flag was lowered and a salute in honor of the
Troops Revolt.
A revolt of troops in the
Hodgenville
new government fired.
village of
Anhtiix, fifty miles north of this city,
Attacked too Soon.
is
causing trouble there. The soldiers
TJhe rebels captured Kamatao in
STANOS IN CENTER (F F
the Hunan district without bloodshed have burned the magistrate's yamen
and ample ammunition.
Toward and the provincial customs house.
night the invaders, who had attacked
Fighting Feared at Tien Tsin.
President Taft Accepts Monu- prematurely, ran short of powder and London
Nov. 9. A dispatch from
ment on Behalf of the
continued Tien Tsin says that the revolutionthough desultory
firing
through the night, little damage was ists this morning posted manifestos
Nation.
done on either side.
throughout the city declaring their intention of seizing Tien Tsin today.
Rebels Outnumber Loyalists.
(By Special Loasert Wire to New Mexican)
The revolutionists far outnumbered They called on all sympathizers to
Hodgenville, Ky., Nov. 9. Enshrinthe imperialists and are being rapid- wear the white arm band of the reving the Log Cabin in which Abraham
The vicerov
Lincoln was born, an imposing gran- ly reinforced. Today they totaled ap- olutionary movement
ite memorial to him was dedicated proximately J5,000 men. Opposing is still obstinate. The French consul
here today and accepted for the na- tbera are about 6.000 Manchus. The endeavored without success to persuade him to leave his yamen, which
tion by President Taft. The memorial outcome depends largely on the
of the Manchus who are dis- he has surrounded with his guards.
stands in the center of the farm on
which Lincoln's parents settled, after heartened because of the attitude of It is feared that desperate fighting
the government at Peking. Foreigners will occur at this point.
their long journey from Virginia.
are safe. The women and children
British Warehouses Looted.
Today's exercises, in a measure a
In shanghai the situation becomes
continuation of those begun yesterday have left the threatened districts and
the
have
Americans
found
protection increasingly
serious.
at Frankfort, where a statue to LinThe imperial
coln was unveiled in the state capi- in the consulate grounds. The mar- government has disappeared and the
tal. The ceremony, however, marked ines and blue lackets have landed foreign consuls are unable to recogfrom the United States cruiser New nise the
the consummation of a nation-widgovernment,
which, however, is maintaining order
movement to convert the Lincoln Oileans.
Republican Chieftains Murdered.
except across the river where the
birthplace into a national preserve.
Chang Sha, Province of Hunan, Eritish warehouses are situate. These
Throngs from all parts of the United
were looted this morning.
States witnessed today's event. For- China, Nov. 1, via Shanghai Nov. 9.
The local
mer Governor Folk of Missouri, who A condition bordering on anarchy ex- police fled on the approach of the
ists
here
to
the
owing
desperate rival rioters.
ia president of the Lincoln Farm As
of the revolutionary leaders, who
sociation, began the laudation of Lin- ry
Will Not Land Marines.
coin and to this were added tributes !loOK 0mslsesslon 01 tn clty a rew
The consular body met todav and
wo most Prominent
The
by President Taft Governor Willson. aB?,
considered the question
of landing
Borah and Major General r"i',iciW1 chiftains Generals Chiao marines, but decided that this steD
were
murdered by soldiers would be unwise
Black, former commander of th If"? Tseng.
at present.
Grand Army of the Republic.
jiouay.
,
They announced that the forelen
munacn 100 18 ncDCIUOUS.
settlement was prepared for self-de- years at the ranch headquarters at The latest advices from Peking say tense and that thp revolutionists must
that
is
the
situation
Refquiet there.
Carrizozo, in sight of Carrizozo
stamaintain order in the neighboring
tion on the El Paso and Southwest-ter- uges are still pouring out of the gates. districts. Otherwise
foreigners must
with his wife and only daughter A cable from Niu Chwang, the chief interfere.
the latter being about 20 years of port of Manchuria, predicts an uprisHave No Funds.
Both Mr. and Mrs. McDonald ing in Mukden shortly.
age.
The revolutionists
hold the teleand their daughter
Fires at Fu Chow.
are spoken of
graph offices on the lower Yang Tse
very highly by Santa Pe people who Amoy, China, Nov. 9. The city of and some of these offices have been
know them intimately and Mrs. Mc- Fu Chow is today in the hands of the closed. Their
absconded,
managers
Donald and daughter will receive a revolutionists.
After taking It, they taking with them what cash they had
hearty welcome in Santa Fe society wiped out the entire Manchu district on hand. The government is reported
circles.
tne foreign settlements have not to be without funds.
Balti-timor-

1870-1S7-

1S7S-18S-

y

semi-annu-

INDIANS PLEAD

SLIGHT

LATTER

tion of the circuit court, seems to
pended operations.
have
stopped talk of receiverships, a.
The Americans,
British and Germans have landed marines to protect. bugbfar that has hovered over investhe colonies where the foreigners tors since the independents heenn

l
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BMEJT

(Hv Special Leased Wire to N'ow Mexican) (By Pivcia! !..:iHe,l Wiro to New Mexican)
tny Special Lpus-- a W!r to New Mexican)
Los Angeles
Calif,, Xov. '.). The
Shanghai, Nov. 9 Nanking in the
uasmngton, u. L., .ov. 9 So much
in the north, an- uneasiness had been
V sped re of sickness in the jury box i S(,ulu. and
felt lest ther- be
bu
to
the remaining a hitch in the Tobacco Trust
tonight
'confronted participants in the Mc - i1
ot
the Alnnchus. i'n to
strongholds
that the decision of the L'i,';:l
vNamara murder trial again today and!ttu. 1)r(,s11, loreiKnes .ir .lf(
States
court accepting the
was
it
said, might had to further j Foo Chow, the capital of
American Tobacco Company's
plau
alterations in the method of caring i province, was turned over in the rev- - wis discussed in Wall
Street todr.y
today afk'r li,,!! rcsist- - wiili manifestations of
for the jurors. N. M. Brvie, a tales- - o!uUonisls
,
u-,relief. The
,
11,. ;..
" capitulate
""
man lines! ni? hie first i..l,t in the inn,
of the decision on the securities
The Manchus still hold Nan- of
touight
V, '
the Tobacco Company and its subvuormuory on tne t.entn itoor ot tne uing out lhe. ar(, outmimljtred f()ur sidiaries
was less interesting lp.ur-entlV hall of records reported tins inorn- - i to one by the revolutionists who are
than the result in the general
he
to
was
ill
and
that
walk
unable
V ing
av.aiting supplies of ammunition be- market.
Altinugh steps may be takX to breakfast.
lie was taken in a fore resuming the atlack. The l.Uter en
by the independent tobacco men
!cst heavily yesterday without greatstreet car. While Bryte's slight
was not held of moment in it- - ly damaging the enemy and today sus- to review the decision, yesterday's ac-
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OEGIS

A Thousand Rebels Are Killed Independents
Began An Active
or Wounded in Assault
Fight Against the Reorgan
on the City. .
ization Plan-

Sug-

in 1880.
Was admitted to the bar.
Come to Las Vegas in 1SS0,
and same year went to White
Oaks.
Worked in store.
Took up surveying and minself, it has followed several other
cases among talesmen in ihe four
ing engineering.
Became manager of Carri-zozweeks that the trial has lasted. Court
Ranch Company in 1890.
attaches suggested that it might be
Lincoln
due in part to a mental impression
Assessor,
county
1885 and 1SS0.
Si citing the case of Talesman William
F. Clark, excused yesterday for ill
Member of legislature 1890.
health, who broke down and wept of
County Commission r
jter his release.
Chairman Board of County
"It's Iiko getting out of jail," he
sobbed.
Commissioners 1903 and 1906.
"I can't tell you how I
CenChairman Democratic
Sjfelt."
tral Committee . of Territory S) J.. I?. Sexton a real estate dealer,
1910 and 1911 until nominated
V'was accepted as to cause by the state
at the opening of court today. He
for governor.
was accepted yesterday by the de- Has wife and daughter, 20
fense, making the second man accept- years old.
ed for rause by both sides since the
first three jurors were sworn.
The
William C. McDonald elected gov- other is Brewster C. Kenyon, a reputernor of New Mexico was born on a ed capitalist.
faim near the little town of Jordan-viile- ,
Prospects Are Better.
I.os Angeles Calif., Nov. f). Two
in the southern par- of Herkimer county, New York, rot far from more talesmen were accepted as to
the shores of Otwego Lak; ' in 1858. cause in the McNamara murder trial
His mother died when he was about today. ' They are K. B. Sexton, real
four years old, and his younger years estate dealer; Clark McLain, banker.
were spent on the farm and in atten- Howard E. Sweeting, a hotel manadance at the public school which was ger, was excused because of his opposition to conviction in capital cases
on circumstantial
evidence.
With
three sworn jurors and one other
talesman passed already, for cause,
prespects for getting a jury seemed
l etter than
heretofore. It was 'earned today that District Attorney Fredericks arranged with Indianapolis
counsel to act for him with regard
to acquiring books and papers of the
International Association of Bridge
and Structural Iron Workers, accord&
Y! V!
ing to circumstances.
t

WITH

""

Seminary.

Went to Fort Scott, Kansas,

p.

IS DOOMED

BLOODY

SWORN

Semi-Annua-

The official returns
of the first
in New Mexico aire
beginning to arrive at the office of
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa in
the capitol.
They are coming by exIn
press and by registered mail.
the absence- - of Territorial Secretary
Jaffa, Assistant Secretary Edwin P.
Coard is not opening any of the reMr. Jaffa is expected back
turns.
tcday from Roswell where he went
to vote.
Valencia Did Well.
Colonel Jacobo Chavez, the Insurance commissioner, is back from Los
Lunas, Valencia
county where he
went to vote. He reports that Valencia will roll up a big majority for
the Republican ticket.
Back From Dona Ana.
Territorial Engineer Charles D.
Miller has returned from Dona Ana
county where he says the Camino
Real is practically completed
from
Rincon to the top of the mesa. Mr.
Miller inspected roads and he seemed
well pleased with his trip.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer Rufus
J.
Palen has received the following sums
Cleofes Romero,
for the treasury:
warden of the penitentiary, convicts'
earnings. $SS9.41; B. J. Reagan, treasurer of Roosevelt county, $849.29;
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable, $70.75.
Democratic County Treasurer Short.
Papers were today served upon the
superintendent of insurance as attorney for the American Surety Co., of
New York in a suit brought against
them upon their bonds for $10,000.00
and $6,000.00 against the shortage of
the former Treasurer cabell H.
of Quay county in the sums of
$11,445.40 and $3,2S8.0G respectively.
Educational Matters.
Secretary Rupert F. Asplund of the
New Mexico Educational Association
Nov. 15 to 18, but they will make an
effort to effect a permanent
here. There is no organization
to effecc a permanent organization
here. There is no organization of
such teachers in one body in the territory, but there seems no reason why
they should not unite for their own
benefit to discuss topics peculiarly interesting to teachers of commercial

STREET PLEASED

Excused Talesman Sobbed, Royalists Only Hold Peking It Relieves
Uncertainty and
" It's Like
In North and Nanking
Uneasiness on Stock
Getting Cut
of Jail "
in the South
Exchange

Oc-

Those Who Instructed in Com- Santa Fe County Officials Will American Cotton Oil Decides Native of New York, He Made
Further Alterations Are
mercial Branches Will Be
All of Them Be Rel
to Pass
His Own Way in the
gested in Caring for
Here Nov. 15.
publicanDividend.
World.
the Jurors
state election
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The Little Store
Good

Under this Brand

Under the

to be as

1911.

Yet once on a time we lived in Spain,
And every heart has its old romance.

Everything

Drink

9,

Wht're are the loves of yesterday?
Sad and swwt is the old it (rain;
Hurance suug it half in play;
i!lon in measures that th'.ou with
pain;
Life ai the best is a tangled skein
We are the tools of time and chance.

We Guarantee

to Eat and

NOVEMBER

ET EGO IN ARCADIA.

"

Everything

THURSDAY,

Where are the loves of yesterday?
Ah, tor an hour of youth again
Youth that was short as a month of
May.
Youth with its pulling blood and

brain;

Too soon came autumn with mist

Solitaire Brand

and rain,

Represented

Too brief the dream, too short

the

I

dance;

Yet once on a time we lived in
Spain,
And ever. heart has its old romance.

IN
E

GIVE

EH

GO.

GROCERY

j

Where are the loves
Here is a note with
And here in a book a
Of sweet aslyssum
lain.

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.

9

The Delicatessen Store

Black.

AND

AROUND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA

HID.

STOCK

All kinds cf flov.ers, garden & field

The Perfection Oil Heater does not smell nor smoke-r-- a
patent
automatic device prevents that It can be carried easily from room to
room and is equally suitable for any room in the house. Handsomely
enamel
finished, with nickel trimmings; drums cf either turquoise-blu- e
or plain steel.
Ak your dealer to show you a Perfection

in buikaad

THE STATE
j

Marriage

License Issued.

marriage license was issued at
Albuquerque to Ruth Downing and
Granville M. Cleghorn.
A

I

J--

Beautiful Words of Reminiscence and
Appreciation Spoken at Her
Funeral.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

Continental Oil Company

If Ite Hardware

14.

Phone 14

We Have It.

(Incorporated)

m

nwmmm

,..

aaL1,

-
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lies just beyond."
"In reading over this beautiful tribute to the life of our departed friend,
I thought of the advice of the old
church father of long ago who said
to one of his converts: 'When thou
earnest into this world, all around
thee were laughing and thou alone
So live thou that when
wast crying.
thou leavest it all around thee shall
be mourning and thou alone shalt be
And here we see an illusrejoicing.
TO
TRIBUTE
DESERVED
THE
tration of that very thought. This
LIFE OF MRS. GABLE.
is our tribute to the life of Mrs.

packaS

OWN YOUR OWN GUN. TH E OTHER FELLOW IS TIRED OF
LENDING YOU HIS.
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR O WN THINGS YOU WON'T SPOIL
YOU'VE
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL "SPOIL" SOMETHING
BORROWED.
IT'S "A SURE SHOT" WHEN YOU BUY YOU
ARMS AND AMMUNITION AND HARDWARE FROM US THAT YOU GET THE
BEST MADE.

SmokeletsOii Heater, or write for dctcriptivv
circular direct to any agency of

1

Smokeless

,

A. B. Graham, Parsons.
John J. Cole, Albuquerque.
G. O. Francisco,
Denver.
F. A. Sullivan, St. Louis.
N. Gardner, Denver.
F. J. Paradice, Denver.
R. G. Baehr, Chicago.
G. A. Hunt Denver.
A. A. Jones, Las Vegas.
A. C. Vorhees, Raton.
F. G. Abraham, Denver.
J. T. Murray, Denver.
H. W. Koeneke, Wichita.
D. S. Piper, Chicago.
J. H. Herstein, Albuquerque.

Jail Break at Deming.
Two men climbed over the stockade at the jail at Deming, Luna counThey held up the
ty, and escaped.
sheriff and two of his deputies ac the
point of Winchesters, took their keys
away from them and released John
Gates, charged with burglary.
Thej
men made tor the Mexican border.

FOOD.

feeds

It is ready night and day. Just strike a match and light
the wick. The Perfection is all aglow in a minute.

ber Lippincott's.

LOUIS NAPOLEON

WHOLESALE

fondest

glance.
Yet once on a time we lived in
Spain
And every heart has its old romance.
John Northern Hilliard in Novem-

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
19

withered spray
for years has

wane,

We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

Phone,

You want the best when starring in the new home. Above
all, you want that home to be snug and warm and comfortable.
You are sure of warmth and comfort with a Perfection
Smokeless Oil Heater.
The Perfection is the best and most reliable heater made.
It is a sort of portable fireplace.

of yesterday?
a yellow stain,

Life's sweetest note, love's

awwai'ftHuiijiamMu

In the New Home

All things must

But why regret?

s

ECZEMA REMEDY ALSO WASHE

Hotel Arrivals.

PIMPLES
""'The'" funeral services
for Mrs.
Palace Hotel.
Thomas P. Gable were held from the
Colorado
Franklin
H. Brooks,
Phone Black family residence yesterday morning Springs, Colo.
Phone Black
No remedy that we have ever sold
at 10:30 o'clock and were attended by
for Eczema, Psoriasis and all other
M. Burget, Chicago.
many people, both Spanish and Amerdiseases of the skin has given more
C. J. Dawe, Denver.
ican. It was a fitting tribute to the
thorough satisfaction than the D. D. D.
George Koop, Chicago.
memory of a life that was fragrant
E. H. Bickfort, Lake Valley.
Prescription for Eczema.
with good works in behalf of any one
A 25c trial bottle can be secured at
L. T. Fisher Chicago.
whom she knew was in need.
once.
Ammon Dibert, City.
Rev. B. McCollough, pastor of the
Alexander Rear, Tierra Amarilla.
Our patrons find that D. D. D. not
First Presbyterian church, was the Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Ford, Pagosa only gives instant relief of the itching,
minister in charge. A quartet from Springs, Color
burning skin, quickly driving out all
that church sang three selections that
Miss Olive Johnson, Lancaster, O. the disease germs, but it is also the
had been favorites of the deceased.
Miss Grace Thompson, Chama.
most delightful wash for the complex- In conducting the services, Mr. Mc
T. S. Foster, Pagosa Springs.
ion they ever used. Absolutely harm- P. B. Albright, San Luis, Colo.
less and pleasant to use, D. D. D.
Collough spoke particularly from the
twenty-thirPsalm with particular
F. L. Edminister, Alamosa.
cleanses the skin of all minor impuri-- !
reference to it in relation to the life
James Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.
ties, such as rashes and pimples, over
of Mrs. Gable. After speaking of
D. Mcintosh Los Animas, Colo.
night, and leaves the skin clear and
J. M. Pool, Chicago.
smooth as that of a child.
three divisions of the same as a psalm
F. L. Tingor, Zanesville, Ohio.
of Possession, of Peace through cal:n
It is now generally known that there
John Colwell, Hodges.
and storm, and of prospect for all of
is nothing that can equal D. D. D. as
the future of life, he said that while
Coronado Hotel.
a household remedy for all skin trou- Near Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
Mrs. Gable was sick, it had been the
N. Kronderis, Wyoming.
bles, no matter what they are.
PHONE, RED 100.
comfort and stay of herself constantA. Sandoval, Galisteo.
are so fully conWe, ourselves,
J. A. Beal Deming.
ly. If she had repeated it once, she
vinced of the merits of this wonder- had repeated it hundreds of times.
R. G. McDonigal, Truchas.
ful remedy that we will charge you
Romulo Serazo, Costillo.
This was the secret of her beautiful
jncthing if the first full size bottle of
B. S. Phillips, Truchas.
D D. D. does not make good every
life of charity and loving thought in
claim.
J. M. Lucero, El Rito.
behalf of others that had made her
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
Louis Ketcham Senorita.
Better drop in and talk it over with
another Dorcas of good works. This
A. C. de Baca, Cienega.
was the secret why, in her hours of
is anyhow. Capital City Pharmacy.
Montezuma Hotel.
pain and misery, she bore it silently,
Lloyd S. Day, Denver.
The Lord
submissively,
nopefully.
E. Otero, City.
was her Shepherd and was leading
C. C. Dike, Philadelphia.
her. She was satisfied and therefore
H. H. Smith, Denver.
did not repine.
Said he: "Last night I requested
For Best Laundry Work
San Francisco Street
one of my ladies who knew Mrs. Ga- Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
Contain
That
Mercury.
ble well to write out a little tribute
To select your stones for mounting
as mercury will surely destroy the BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
to her life. And with her consent I
THE
for Holiday Presents. They are
shall read this tribute now." Mrs. L. sense of smell and completely deRETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
always acceptable.
A. Harvey was the author of the range the whole system when entering
it. through the mucous surfaces. Such
same.)
articles should never be used except
"Mrs. Gable was a lovely home worn on
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
physi
prescription from
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
,
an; bub was uevoiea to its every in cians, as the damage reputable
they will do is
terest.
Her husband, her children ten fold to the
good you can possibly Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 23
and everything that pertained to their derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
comfort and happiness absorbed her.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
'She was fond of children, especial & Co., Toledo,
Ohio, contains no mer- KERR'S
FOR
ly of boys, interested in them all al cury, and is taken
SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
internally, acting
ways amused at their cute or original directly upon the blood and mucous
HUBB'S
LAUNDRY.
sayings which she seemed never to surfaces of the system. In buying
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
In her disposition she was Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you
forget.
get
laundry on Mondays and TuesTHIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS a princess among story tellers. Her the genuine.
It is taken internally your
and deliver on Thursdays and
days
of droll sayings, ludicrous oc and made in Toledo,
supply
Ohio by F. J.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
Fridays,
currences and witty stories seemed in- Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
exhaustible and she told them with a
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per
are mended and buttons sewed en
grace and ease that was captivating bottle.
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your to all who heard the.-n-.
your shirts without extra charge.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
She was devoted to her church
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122

Phone,
Bl'k, 66I9

GORMLEY

Pennants for Decorations
We can furnish beautiful

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS
In
Appropriate

State Colors for 65c.

Novelties for Athletic Events, Conventions,

Etc., furnished reasonable

Celebrations,

at short notice.

AWAY

LEO HERSCH

45

45

PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

i

j

I

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

j

d

" The
Quality Coal."

Why Import Mineral Water ?
,

YOU CAN

liET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

j

i

WHEN

:

Patronize home industry. Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER

CO.

'

J

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Qar
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
NOW IS

Imperial Laundry

oal

WHOLESALE
Afv D RETAIL

Screened

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Goal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

?KT8ivS
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

TIME

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
LEARNARDLINDEMANN COMPANY
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

and its interests. TIntil illness
pelled it, her place there and at the
prayer meeting was rarely vacant.
She was warm in her sympathies.
tender in her feelings and loved to
Established 1900
LEARN ARD &
administer to the wants of those who
"
L1NDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico were needy.
"A great sorrow came to her a num
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
ber of years ago, when "Tod." her
only Bon, a bright boy Just entering
inis teens was, after a short illness
taken from earth. Several years later her daughter, a young lady of unCLASS HACK SERVICE
usually sweet and beautiful character,
For hire at popular Brie
entered the heavenly home. Now she
Buggies and (addle heraaa.
is reunited with them not lost to her
:
THEODORE CQtllCK,
BUCK'S HACK LINE
tnp.
loved ones or to her friends here-o- nly
Phone Black 132.
gone on before them, through
the gates into the beautiful city which

FIRST

WOOD'YS HACK

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

AI p
FftP C3ALL

Modern Residences for Rent.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Boir.ds Trains.

103

F. M. JONES.

LINB1!

Prom

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

C

La Salle Restaurant

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Telephone II.
the north bouno train and arrives at Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
way. Good covereo hacks and good
Short Orders at All Hours.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commercial men to take in
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c. a disk,
New York Chop Suey 50c
Statien.

cbL

'Phone

h Need cf Anyflilnr
the Li VERY LINL
Drivers Furoisfccl
When

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

in

Don Caspar Ave.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
HAVE THE WELL KNOWN

Zook's Pharmacy

Zook's Pharmacy

TOILET AND PERFUME PREPARATIONS

Phone

Made by A. A. VANTINE & CO.,

213
s-nd- aund

Qe.8ha

- -

Assorted Violet Waters

DUTCH TALCUM POWDER

New York.
.

!f1,a

VIOLET SANDAL SOAPS.

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Phone
213

NOVEMBER

THURSDAY,

1911.

9,

HOME ENDORSEMENT.
Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens Can
Tell You All About It.
Home endorsement, the public expression of Santa Fe people, should
be evidence beyond dispute for even'
Santa Fe reader. Surely the experience of friends and neighbors, cheerfully given by them will carry more
weight than the utterances of strangers residing in faraway places. Read
the following:
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I have used Doa l s
Kidney Pills off and on for two years
and they have done me a world of
A dull pain in the small of
good.
my back, sometimes extending into
my bladder caused me a great dal
I tool;
of trouble particularly when
cold.
I was bothered mostly in the
winter, and in addition to the pain
in my back, there were symptoms of
inflammation of the bladder. The kidney secretions were highly colored
and when passed were attended wit'i
a scalding pain. I never used another
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Xoan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
he just the medicine my case required
and the complete cure they brought
has led me to recommend them on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-llilburCo., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
n

and planned facilities for the storage
and furnishing of coal and other fuel
for use both afloat and ashore; the
furnishing of fresh water to shipping;
the furnis:::::g of adequate and conOANAL venient faii i'ies for the repair of all
vessels, as well as of all rolling stock,
equipment ajid machinfry ashore;
of store houses for materials and
Reviewed in Annual Report and
supplies other than fuel, after the
of Isthmian Canal Com
completion of the canal.
The terminal docks will be so armission
ranged as to admit of easy enlargement to meet development in business
To begin with the
and size of ships.
OULEBBA
CUT (HOST READY dry docks will conform to the dimensions of the canal and the wharves

If OfBE

tie name

Remember

Doan's

and

take no other.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Re, N. M.,
October 24, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Cres-- '
cencio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Sept. 4, 1906, made Homestead 98SC.
SW
Sec. 2
No. 07754. for WW
SE
ana SW
SB
and B
Section 3, Township 16 N, Range 13
E Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final five year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver TJ.
S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 5th day of December, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Plutarco Armijo, Viriginio Qulntana,
Perfecto Armijo, all of Rowe, N. M.,
and Manuel Garcia, of Fulton, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
4

4

1-- 4

2

4

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

N. M.

October 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Jose Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who,
on Nov. 10, 1906 made Homes'.ead No.
NW
NE
079C9, for VV
and W
Section 14, Township 15N, Range
HE, N. M. Meridian has filed notice of
Intention to make Final
to establish claim to land above
described, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office it Sanla 5e, N. M..
on the 18th day of Nov., 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Gonzales, Fernandez Gon
zales, Jose M. Lujan, all of Pecos, N.
M. Jacinto Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
2

2

4

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(Pecos Forest.)
October 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jose

L. Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who on
Oct. 11, 1906, made Homestead 07866
No. 10100, for SE
SW
W
SE
and Lots 3 and 4, Section 14,
Township 15 N., Range 11 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 18th day of
4

2

4

1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Scferino Lucero, James M. Lopez,
Teodorio Ortiz, and Felix Ortiz, all of
Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

i

OF

PilA

Elaborate Scheme for Lighting
Waterway Is Fully
Explained.

will be 1,000 feet long.
The total appropriation made by
Congress leave $S1,C39 551 of the estimated cost of canal yet to be appro-

(By Pp'Tial I.Pasf(J Wire to TTcw Mexican)
Washington, Nov. 9 The great mechanical problems connected with the
construction of the Panama Canal,
which is to be opened to the government in January, 1915, pass in review
in the annual report of the Isthmian
Canal Commission just made public. LEADERS TO
The record of the year's achievements
in the gigantic task that
is being
worked out by the Washington gov- General Sir
ernment, under Congressional approFounder and
priations that so far aggregate
To This

includes:

BOY

Robert

SCOUTS.

Baden-Powel-

jasef?rx!M

't.r.yiM- """l
-

l,

Scout Comes
Country Soon.
Chief

"You are welcome,"
says iMrs. Nora Guffey, of Broken
Arrow, Okla., '"to use my letter in my way you want to,
if it will induce some suffering wormn to try Cardui. I had
pains all over, and suffered with an abscess.
Three physicians failed to relieve me. Since taking Cardui, I am in
better health than ever before, and that means much to me,
because I suffered many years with womanly troubles, of
different kinds. What other treatments I tried,
helped me
for a few days only."

-

"A. T.

S. F. Ry."

Leave8.10 a. m.

connect with No 3 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive ut Santa Fe 12:10
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. l, westbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:31
P. m.
7:20 p. m. couect with No. 7 and
(' westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning arriv at Sana Fe 11:10
p. m.
D. & ft.

a.

Tty.

Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New exlco Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlec.ts with No.
I east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connection!
from No. 3 east
A

MAIL

CARRIER'S LOAD.
Seems heavier when he has a weak
back and kidney trouble. Fred D
Mail Carrier, at Atchison, Kan,
iays: "I have been bothered with
kidney and bladder trouble and had
a severe pain across my hack. When
ever I carried a heavy load of mail
my kidney trouble increased.
Some
time ago, I started taking Foley
Kidney Pills and since taking them
I have gotten entirely rid of ail my
kidney trouble and am as sound now
as ever."
For sale by all druggists.
.

,

.

Let Him Know it H you are out ol
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A watt advertisement in the
New Mexican will reach every busi
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
territory. If yon have any special talent, do not hide It Under a bushel.
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STYLES IN
STA NB AllD

BOOK-GASE- S

CO LONI A L ID EA L

Three different 2nd distinct types of
"Elastic" Book-Casmade in dull or polish finish quartered
oak or real mahogmy. You can select a
pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library.
'c carry tha poods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
Slofcc-Virui- ck

es

New Mexican Printing Company, soie agents, Santa 5e, X. M.

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooca, Medicine Co..
Chattanooca. Tenn
,,.ow-v..- w,
"u
uuuk, nome lrcatment lor Womtn. ' sent free. J 51

made by
Completion of almost
Preparations are
of Culebra Cut.
Total excava- ihe- lpailprs of the Rov Scouts nf
tion of material from Culebra during America to have in connection with
year 16,221,672 cubic yards at aver- the visit to this country of General
The otton in one ONenliam.
Ho is very good and aid
a thorough sorbent cotton.
age cost of 58.8 cents per yard.
Sir Robert Baden-Powecontahwd
vial
of good work siiecially in scouting.
for
instance
We
of
spirits
of
the
boys
patrols
laid
canal
tor
terminals, inspection
Big plan
Baden-Poweanother ginncr; another are in need of a Scout Master. The
ammonia;
including storage of fuel, fresh wa- throughout the country.
All number of us How is niui'ty. We 1loh;
will make a tour of the Uni kerosene; another pep,K rmint.
ter and other supplies, repair faciliHe the different substances were of the you will make this favor to us and
Pacific terminal to have ted States, lasting six weeks.
ties, etc.
storehouse and coaling sta- will deliver lectures on the Scout most ordinary kind. O:io vial, how- obliged from you we remain.
movement and talk to the boys in ever, was a dummy. Kici vial was
,
tions.
"Perhaps it may be that we give
Practical completion of plan of all the leading cities from Boston to San numbered.
a good service to the nation. Young
Beard gave 100 boys an opportunity men we are but now young men! Wc
On his trip he will be
Francisco.
locks.
Elaborate scheme for lighting the accompanied by James E. West, Ex- to guess the contents of each vial. are ready such as the army of 'the
ecutive Secretary of the Boy Scouts The best that any boy .vho could see Boy Scouts of America. We think
canal.
It will be Mr. West's could do was to guess live of th3 you know the distance from Manati to
Safeguarding of the canal against of America.
first trip to the different Boy Scout odors. Some of the boys only guesso.1 San Juan. We have walked all that
big landslides.
In the 20 or 30 big three. Then Beard took the vials to in u nielit without stopping and obThe report treats the physical as- organizations.
pects of the big waterway with minu- cities and in many small towns where' the Institution for the Wind and tried tained second premium in first insular
l
and West will f,o, out the blind Boy Scout
te detail.
The major- Fair.
Questions of tolls, form
of government and character and ex- there will be exhibits by the. Boy ity .of the boys guessed i.in vials cor"Xo.v
tent of population to he permitted in Scouts for the benefit of the visitors. rectly and caught the liummv. The ter of Sir: telling again the matOxeuham perhaps y.ou know
the canal zone have been repored Every phase of scouting will he ex- leverage among the blind boys was
him. We don't know, lie is a native
Baden-Powein
of
the
an
will
have
sheets
advance
hibited.
report
upon
'eight. Very few of tli; Mind bovs liom
New York. You take
already made public.
opportunity to see the tremendous rnt below six. Beard points out some Brooklyn,
notice of liim from .National
The locks have been a great prob- spread of the Boy Scout movement that the sense of smell of the blind
Quarters, N. Y. You think about an
lem.
Designs for the approach walls in this country and to compare the b;ys was more accar:.tf!y triuud army without a leader is
nothing;
the
alertness
and
skill,
the
general than that of boys who c ,u!d see. lie
a', all locks, except one have been
of the American it"cp";.ns, however, that U is ihe aim the same to us without a Scout Masprepared. Contracts in force at the physical condition
ter.
beginning of the fiscal year were prac- boys with those of the English boys. 'of the boy Sc:ut Movueat to 'lain
"We wait from one dee'dition from
will
West
make
his
first
contracts
new
and
Secretary
'he Etnses of the hoys ;o i sull nlghor
tically completed
entered into for a vast amount of formal inspection of the Boy Scouts letro and says that tn I'. i ' Splits you and tell what you can cio for us
He will meet the boys s'.i mid be ashamed of laorr.sVvei to In five days we are all in
frames, valves, gates' and other para- of America.
t
let blind boys show t;r- i;cr profici-c- ' waiting for that pretty answer.
phernalia needed to put the canal into personally and have many
talks with them.
"Hon. Sir, Don't forget the favor
More than 954 tons of
operation.
tie V
Baden-Powewe beg of you (Address) Jose Sanwill arrive in New
castings were made on the Isthmus.
Boy Scout Manual May Be Put in
York in February and will be greeted
tana, Boy Scout of Manaty."
Building of the great lock gates,
Belgian Language.
each leaf of which is 54 feet 8 inches by tne members of the National
Parts of the' manual of the Boy
At each lock Council of the Boy Scouts of Ameri- Scouts of America will iie translated
high was expedited.
J. F. Parker, 2021 No. 10th St.. Ft.
entrance, strong fender chains attach- ca, Scout Masters and Boy Scouts. into the Belgian language, ifarold Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
instalto
he
will
ed
A dinner will be given in his honor
powerful springs
Chief Scout of ti e Boy Scouts many kinds of kidney medicine, but
led to prevent ships from battering by the Boy Scouts-- of America in Parfitt,
of Belgium has read tin manual nd did not get better until he took Foley
down the locks.
New York. Baden-Powewill go first has been so
No matter how long
impressed with it as a Kidney Pills.
A floating cassion gate is being in- to Boston and then to Washington
handbook for boys that he has asked you have had kidney trouble, you will
stalled for use in closing the lock so where he will meet President Taft. permission f the Execitive Council find quick and permanent benefit by
as to enable workmen to repair the who is honorary president of the of the Boy Scouts of America to tran- the use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
permanent locks and the bottom of Boy Scouts of America. He will con- slate part of it for the use of the Bel- taking them now.
tinue his trip west to San Francisco
sluices.
gian boys. "The book," he writes, "is
Canal illumination will he provided whence he will sail for Australia. brimful of
indispensable information PROPOSING TO BUILD
by range lights for establishing the Secretary West will meet him on the and we would like to use some of it.
LINE TO PECOS.
direction of vessels on the longer tan- pier in New York and leave him at Will
you kindly put it before the counthe
in
&
a
San
mile
side
and
gents
apart
by
pier
lights
Francisco, after
cil and let me know if they agree? It
Fort W'orth, Texas, Nov. 9. It is bemarking each side of the channel. journey of many thousand miles.
The tour of the two men will be would be the means of advancing the lieved in West Texas that the SouthBuoys and lighted beacons, built of
tli-concrete will abound.
first national review, so to speak movement in Europe." The Execu- ern Pacific Railroad purposes buildFamous Culebra Cut is ten miles o? the Boy Scouts of America. It is tive Board has complied with his re- ing and operating a branch line to exThe manual as was announced tend from Marfa, on the main line of
long and deep enough to receive the quite likely that in cities where the quest.
United States capitol, dome and all. two men stop there will be gathered recently, also nay be printed in Span- the Galveston, Houston & San Anish.
tonio Railway, in a northerly direction
From this cut, despite the enormous troops of Boy Scouts from
nearby
It is suggested the railexcavation during teh year, on July cities and towns so that as man Boy Porto Rican Boys Appeal for a Scout to Pecos.
Master.
road is contemplating the purchase
1, last, there remained 23,929.140 cu Scouts as possible will have an opThe enthusiasm that the activities of the Pecos Valley Southern railroad,
bic yards to be removed.
Estimates portunity to see England's chief
of excavation necessary in this cut Scout and the Executive Secretary of of the Boy Scout movement arouses a line built out of Pecos a distance of
in the boy and the importance of the fifteen to twenty miles to the Davis
have been largely increased to allow the Boy Scouts of America.
Scout Master to the boys are vividly-show- mountains, and then building between
for the great earth slides. Last year
Troop of Mounted Boy Scouts.
in a letter which Jose
Mounted Boy Scouts are a
these slides that had to be removed
Fort Davis and Marfa. Failing to purnovelty
of Manati, Porto Rico, wrote re- chase the Pecos Valley Southern, the
from the canal cutting after it had in this country. A troop f them has
to the Secretary of War. He Southern Pacific may build all the
been practically completed
was
been organized under the
auspices of cently
yards, or over thirty per cent the Boy Scouts of America in the and ninety other scouts were without way from Marfa to Pecos. Marfa and
a Scout master. They appealed to Fort Davis have offered the railroad
of all the material removed from the Agricultural High School in
Sparks,
cut.
Maryland. It ensists of three parols the Secretary of War to get a Scout a bonus of $100,000 to build and operThese slides have occurred where who nave Deen
and ate this line.
Succinctly
enlisted by H. L. Ed- Master for them.
the material excavated was left on a dy, Scout Commissioner of
pointedly Santana says: "An army
The development of the apple and
Baltimore.
slope steeper than the permanent in- The members are
without a leader is nothing; the same fruit industry in tne neighborhood of
farmer
mostly
boys
cline will be and the trouble is expec- who are accustomed to
Fort Davis has assumed such large
rides of fif. to us without a Scout master."
ted to cease when the natural slope teen to
letter which is remarkable in proportions, and alfalfa growing has
twenty mil2S every day to and
of the canal banks is restored.
"The purpose come to be so important through irritrom school. When the idea of form- many ways follows:
Breaks have occurred on both sides ing Mounted
Boy Scouts was suggest- of this leter is to tell you that the gation as to make this proposed short
of the cut where the underlying rock ed to
them, they took it up eagerly. B,oy Scouts of anati are without a line more attractive than heretofore,
is of poor quality and is broken up The
boys are engaging in activities Scout Master. The favor we ask is to and the prospects are said to be good
and squeezed upward by the pressure
that have to do chiefly with horses, send us our dear Scout Master, M. L. for the building of this railway.
from beneath and from the sides inbut they also are training for merit
terrupting the drainage and covering
fnr
To meet this badges that have been arrane-prup the railroad track.
who work on farms.
condition, intermediate benches have boys
Prize Troop of Scouts in Granite
been cut along the slopes to distribFalls, Minn.
ute the top weight and reduce the
amount of material to be removed. It The troop of Boy Scouts of America
is declared that when the bottom in Granite Falls, Minnesota which is
grade of the canal is reached no fur- jnder the direction of Tollev Ttnn.
ther trouble need be anticipated as wick, won a prize recently as the
greater stability will be given by the best all round troop of Minnesota. The
water. "With both slides and breaks," Doys are hardy, alert, cheerful fellows
the Commission says, "the question is well versed in scoutcraft. They have
one of ultimate amount of excavation, camped out many weeks in summer,
and whatever the feeling elsewhere have taken long hikes and most ot
there is no apprehension on the Isth- them are about to qualify as first-clas- s
Becomes Soft, Fluffy, Lusmus as to the final outcome among
scouts. They tramped ail ihe
trous and 'Beautiful Immediately
those acquainted with the facts." The way from Granite Fall to St.
commission thus answers predictions Minnesota, to attend the state Paul,
Cleanse
enAfter a Danderine
that the canal would he overwhelmed campment of the Boy Scouts and then
by gigantic landslides, preventing the hiked home making a round
trip of
execution of the project.
25 Cent Bottle Now and
Get
400 miles on foot. . A splendid show.
The Commission contends that it
ing has been made in St. Paul that Forever
Stop Falling Hair, Itching
would be economical to terrace the aroused the
pride of the citizens of
banks everywhere in advance of the their home town,
who presented them
Scalp and Dandruff
cutting of the canal because a Iargs with a canoe and many
other
pieces
part of that expensive work might of camp equipment. In all
their exA little Danderine now will immediately double
prove wholly unnecesassry.
Deepenthe
were
the beauty of your hair No difference liow dull,
boys
peditions
under
the
of
cut
the
of
and
the
ing
widening
!
faded, brittle and scra;rg', just moisten a cloth witli
r
!
lower reaches has progressed satis- careful charge of Scout Master Hard-wicDanderine and careful iy draw it through your hair
who
his
proved
of
knowledge
at
strand
effect
a
time.
small
is
one
factorily with less interruption or in- scoutcraft' because
The
everyone of the taking
immediate and amazing your hair will be light,
terference on account of slides that
at any time since trouble with them scouts gained in weight, despite the fluffy and wavy and have an appearance of abunon
the march.
dance; an incomparable itistre, softness and luxuThe slides have caused no in- hard work
began.
Keen Scent of Blind Boy Scouts,
riance, the beauty and shimmer of true hair health.
crease in the total estimated cost of
The blind Boy Scouts in the KenTry as you will after an application of Danderine,
Culebra Cut.
The Cucaracha slide
find a single trace of dandruff or a loose
covered 47.1 acres and the Culebra tucky Institution for Blind recently you cannot hair
and your scalp will not itch, but
falling
proved that they have a keener sense or
slide 46.6 acres.
what will please you most will be after a few week's
A special board has recommended of smell than the other scouts in Louuse when you will actually see new hair, fine and
isville, Kentucky.
The Boy Scouts downy at first yes but really new hair sprouting
who can see and the blind boys in all over the scalp.
Louisville were put to a test by DanDanderine is to the hair what fresh showers of rain
iel Carter Beard, National Scout Com- and sunshine are to vegetation. It goes right to the
wuHtreButa ana tuonm snow
about toe wonderful '
i
strengthens tliem. Its
t MARVEL Whirling Spray missioner of the Boy Scouts of Amer- roots, invigorates andcause
the hair to grow abun- properties
Hew Tavlnnl
ica, along the line of which it is the
and
beautiful.
uea i m obi yinr.
conven
dantly
long,
strong
aim of the leaders of the Scout moveient, it cleanses
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
ment to develop the boys. Beard who
from any drug More or toilet counter and prove
is a great favorite with the boys and
U h cannot supply tos
tonight now that your hair is as pretty
a n t a, it. accept nv
who has fun in trying them out In and soft as any that it has been neglected or injured
other, hn. Mnd ItAmn for
ffltutr&ted book Allied. It I
all you surely can
nil nmrticulnra ud directions in. rw mtm,m various ways first took ten different by careless treatmentand that's
u
nltukhle to lidtaa. M AItVF.L A.
lots of it, if you will just
vials. In each vial was a bit of ab- - have beautiful hair
W SttPK.
4JCaattM Stows.
try a little Danderine. Real surprise awaits you.
;
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New Mexico Military

Institute

dry-doc-

Baden-Powel-

Post-ollic- e

heart-to-hear-

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southweit"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Inatitu-tion.- "
Army officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men tor college or businesi
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden Bpot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during tha
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
ai: graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
oa all
respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAIiOOX, Pre.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Prefc.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

San-tan-

IN OUR SHOES
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YOU GET THE

fogdvertisement and

demon-stratin-

g

to the wearer during

thewearingout process that
it is to their interest to wear
our shoes.

Latest Style of the Season
There is no more stylish

than the short vamp,
high nob toe. Note the
shoe

I

J
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V

mum
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Every Pair is a Practical Walk- -

(4

Every Woman

3tVk

as they looked

Hair

i

w

HighestQUality
for the Least Money. They look
good in the beginning and; at the
end show that they are as good

Hair

a

i

Shoes of Quality I

a

Grows hair and we
can prove it

4$

.V

Superintendent.

ll

--

The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:

wn

j-

San-tana- 's

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

u i.mm

Pains All Over!

Don't wait, until you are taken down sick, before taking care of yourself. The small aches and pains, and other
symptoms of womanly weakness and disease, always mean
worse to fpllow, unless given quick treatment.
You would always keep Cardui
handy, if you knew
what quick and permanent relief it gives, where weakness
and disease of the womanly system makes life seem hard
to bear. Cardui has helped over a million women.
Try it

VISIT

THE
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The
i OArIu i vVoman'sTonit
i

priated.
For the first lime, no contract laborers were brought to the Isthmus
There was a decidduring the year.
ed falling off in. immigration, while
many West Indian laborers have gone
into the bush and can no longer be
relied upon for steady work.

three-quarter- s

States.

Nov.
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extra high top and the
commanding appearance
of the entire shoe. We
have them in a variety of
Come in
snappy lasts.
and let us try some of
these new styles on you.

You will be proud of your feet in
one of these new styles.
Where
Quality
Meets
Price

IV.

fohn ffflueqer

See
Our

Window
Display
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INDICTED FOR USING
school house, every public
library,
MAILS TO DEFRAUD.
should be open 24 hours of each day,
seven days in the week and should
b
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
equipped with those things that Ordinary Cathartics and Pills and (Bv Special t,eased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 9. Dr.
FRANK P. STURGES,
(PAUL A. F. WALTER
would attract young men and young
Harsh Physic Cause Distressing
John Grant Lyman, the promoter now
Vice President.
Editor and President.
women, ins! cad of making it a pain
Complaints.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
ful and disagreeable duty to go there
l
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
in the in prison in San Francisco, was indictYou cannot be
toSecretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
at all.
Civilization and Christian- - selection of medicine for children. led by the federal grand jury here
ity are very crude until they become Only the very gentlest bowel medi-- j day on the charge of having used the
Eutered & Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
practical in that manner. Immense tine should ever be given, except in mail to defraud. Bail was fixed at
OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
capital is locked up in a beautiful emergency cases. Ordinary
pills, $25,000.
SUBSCRIPTION.
OF
mall
$3.50
RATES
Daily, six month, by
to
of
a
few
are
used
hours
the
and
cathartics
building,
only
apt
25
purgatives
IN NEW MEXICO.
Dally, per week, by carrier
1.00
Weekly, six months
week, and then only by people who do more harm than good. They may STATE COMMITTEE ENDORSES
Daily, per aionth, by carrier... .75
inPRESIDENT.
WILSON
out
2.00
FOR
and
a
of
ver
other
there
sense
nausea
of
cause
go
year
duty,
griping,
65 Weekly,
Daily, per month, by mail
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
of because it is a pleasure. The tressing after effects that are
50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Oaiiy, per year, by mail
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
the other Sunday, in looking quently
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Trenton, N. J., Nov. 9. The Demoover a church full of people, counted
We personally recommend and guar-onlstocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY,
of
New
cratic
state committee
Jersey
nine mature men, and only sev- - antee Rexall Orderlies as the safest
Woodrow
Governor
endorsed
domestic ..and. foreign exchange and , makes telegraphic
today
Is
to
It
sent
New
which
Mexico.
new
en
in
and
four of the sixteen pnd most dependable remedy
spaper
youths,
The New Mexican i3 the oldest
Wilson for the Democratic nominaasso-tof money to all parts of the civilized world on as
transfers
every postoifice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation were there because It' was their duty we know, for constipation and
tion for" president.
hand out hymn books.
The Boy ciate disorders. We have such
monx tie intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
liberal terms as are given by any
the Y. M. C. A., and other or-- lute faith in the virtues of this
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on conwhich
believe in the edy that we sell it on our guarantee
of
the
instance
Interior,
in
Department
every
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
healthy, natural life, should find, of money back
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
beautiful homes' in these structures where it fails to give entire satisfac-insteaall orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
Oct. 14, 1911.
of being banished to cheerless tion, and we urge all In need of such
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistBonifaNotice is hereby given that
The tumble-dowrooms or not existing at medicine to try it at our risk.
ment than might be desired.
WILLIAM C. M' DONALD,
N.
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of
Sandoval
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ent with sound banking.
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Orderlies
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New England election may
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id the solution of the boy problem, candy, are particularly prompt and Nov.
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tariff
fight,
sidelight
teresting
It might be worse. Mr. McDonald
OFFICERS.
for SE
Section 33,
not in the abolishment of amusement agreeable in action, may be taken ai
belongs to that wing of the Demolike billiard or pool halls.
time, day or night; do not cause Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
THE TARIFF.
R. J. PALEN, President.
places
REVISING
any
J. B. READ, Cashier.
cratic party which is conservative,
diarrhoea, nausea, griping, excessive Meridian, has filed notice of intention
enable
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and
Facts
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
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A.
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while
figures
HUGHES,
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i
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looseness, or uiu
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Congress to revise
to
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a
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it is progressive, yet, is not the fol- Schedule
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fects.
They have
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K will be submitted to that
lower of wild Socialistic theories to
lt scribed, before Register or Receiver
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Democracy
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U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
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"With this action in the press and both in appearance
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the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
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a
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contents
a
fine
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there
number.
session
as
extra
precedent
Speaking
Claimant names as witnesses:
he is clean and competent and a man
muscular coat of the
5
can be no doubt that several mem- - of the annual convention of the New the
weakne s Fernandez Armijo, Dionlcio
mi
of large experience. lie has a charmthus
wels
overcoming
i
sesMexico
Educational
at
into
Association
will
that
ters of Congress
go
Maximo
and
Placido
Armijo,
ing family.
lan(1
as to Santa Fe next week, it says:
made
sion
their
minds
with
up
N.
M.
all of Pecos,
state legislaWith a Republican
will treat the report of the
This year to a very much 'areer more v'Srous
how
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and corn- ture and a Republican supreme court tariff they
board and the arbitrary action degree than in former years, school! nctul Orderlies commonly
f
Register.
and state officers, the Republicans they will take. But the wise and hon- boards will allow their
teacners
are assured that New Mexico is Re- est statesman, no matter how pre "time off" to attend the New Mexico course, when of a surgical character.
necespublican and will send Republican judiced to protective tariff, will enter Educational Association without loss They also tend to overcome the
senators to Congress. As to the de- the halls of Congress with a free and of pay. This is done on the assump- sity of constantly taking laxatives
Fire-insurance?
feat of so worthy and unselfish a unbiased mind, willing to treat the tion that there will be a return of to keep the bowels in normal con10
of
sizes
canThree
packages,
dition.
man as Holm O. Hursum, there
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kind
to the school and every
subject at least with the fair
not be nought but regrec. lie is a sideration merited by any plan which teacher should feel in duty and honor cents. 25 cents and 50 cents. Rememand
venom
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spleen, has been worked out on a reasonable bound to justify the recess occasion- ber, you can obtain Rexall Remedies
victim
personal
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
in Santa Fe only at our store. The
not on the part of Democrats but on basis.
ed in the school work.
On returning
Co.
Fischer
The
Store.
Drug
Rexall
the part of some 3,o(m Republicans in
No member of the present congress f rom the Association, let a meeting 232 San Francisco St.
Colfax, Bernalillo and Sandoval coun- appreciates the fact more than doesof teachers, school officers and
It!- ties, who in pursuing their own litTaft that Schedule K needs nts De heIl- - Let each school
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DISTRICT
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tle selfish aims made a sacrifice
With his innate honesty e! give a few minutes talk on that
FOR THE COUNTY OF SANTA
the best frienu that they have.
Mr. Taft openly and publicly admits feature of the state meeting which
FE, TERRITORY OF NEW MEXsna11
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But he wants it revised in
possible.
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CONDITIONS, the entire tariff schedule
BETTER BUSINESS
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the business situation. This is partly a manner which will disturb business
istrator of the Estate of Charles W.
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the of the suggestions received.
shown by the recovery in stocks, least and consequently
bring
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Dudrow
which in turn has imparted a better least amount of inconvenience to the be possible to take advantage of the
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School Improvement
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Dudrow,
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cial recuperation.
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cline in prices which has recently af- of all classes and to the country as a
of Charles WT. Dudrow, a minor
tem
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that
realizes
fected nearly all commodities "except whole the President
child of said Decedent.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
meats. Moreover, retrenchment has vision of the tariff must be taken out
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atMONEY AND METALS.
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stocks of merchandise in all parts of number of those very men who
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Great
Simply
contn-uebo
cannot
to
a
that
ed
degree
was allowed to overshadow the Northern 127
New York Central Dudrow, deceased, the undersigned, that he almost caught."
cian
much longer without impairment
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
"I've heard him tell a lot of lies of
man in the wild scramble for position 108; Northern Pacific 120
Read- the Administrators of the Estate of
of efficiency or physical condition.
in the extra ses- ing 149
Charles W. Dudrow, deceased, that kind."
solicit a liberal share of your patronage. Estimates cheerfully furnished
effect
said
Southern
W;
and
Pacific
114:
popular
They are already bbginning 10 enter sion when a number of leaders in Union Pacificc 1731-4- ;
"Well, it seems that burglars broke
will sell, at privace sale, two parcels
Steel 63
the market for equipment, having re- Cnneress had axes to grind in the Bteei, pta. 109
of land to the highest bidder upon Into his house the other night and he
cently placed orders' for 20,000 cars coming political, campaign, and they
Specifications, Etc.
St., Louis, Mo., Nov. 9. Lead firm, the terms and conditions hereinafter got up and captured one of them
and 20,000 tons of steer rails, with saw the opportunity to attract atten- 4.154.17
,tJ . Phone Black 33166.
to confirmation by a little fellow but you ought to hear
6.30.
mentioned,
subject
spelter(
him tell about the size .of the one
other important orders pending. This tion to themselves.
District" Court, on or after the
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
said
that gpt away."
is significant, for our railroads are
President Taft took the only wise Chicago 111., Nov. 9. Wheat Dec. 20th day of December, A. D., 1911, all
and course when he stood out as the de- 94
among the
.
largest
usually
1001-2of
May
the right, title, interest and estate
shrewdest buyers, and as the biggest fender of the business stability of the Corn Dec. 631-4- ; May 64
Thackeray's Reckless Feet.
the said Charles W. Dudrow, deceased,
consumers of iron and steel their ac- country and refused to allow. tiK-sIt may be feared that some people
Oats Dec. 46
49
time of his death, and all the
the
at
May
will find
tion affects a wide range of inter- personally selfish politicians to upset
of Thackeray's possesPork Jan. 16.15.
right, title and Interest that the said sion of aproof
ests.
lively sense of humor in
Lard Jan. 9.32
the business of the country for their
by operation of law or other- the
estate,
The railroads have not felt business own gain and insisted that Congress
story that he once put his feet
Ribs Jan. 8.40.
wise, acquired other than, or in addi- out of
a hack window .while riding
WOOL MARKET.
depression as keenly as predicted by wait until it had the facts gathered
at
deceased
the
of
said
tion to, that
railroad managers and others inter- by the tariff board before it attemptSt. Louis, Mo., Nov. 9. Wool un- time of his death of, in and to the fol- through a Boston street.
When we consider the narrowness
ested in the defense against govern- ed to revise the tariff schedule. Wnen changed; territory and western medidescribed real estate,
and crookedness of those thorough-tares- ,
Dividends
have this new system becomes sufficiently ums, 1620c; fine mediums, 1C1Sc; lowing
ment regulation.
1. That certain tract
PARCEL
NO.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
It isn't the humor, but the
been well maintained because trafl'.o established, when the nation has at fine, ll15c.
of land situate in Precinct No. 4 of wild recklessness of Thackeray's feet
SAME
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
has really not contracted as much in its command the statistics gathered by
Livestock
the County of Santa Fe, Territory of that most impresses us.
volume as feared or pretended, la var- experts, the tariff can be adjusted to
YOUR BUSINESS, REJHEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
Chicago, 111., Nov. 9. Cattle Re- New Mexico, bounded
on the North
ious lines of industry profits have f the exigencies of the times without ceipts, 5,500. Market steady for best,
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
by Agua Fria Road, on the "West by
He Knew His Business.
been curtailed through increased ex- the period of depression which has others weak.
Beeves,
South
4.659.10;
on
the
a
properby
road,
public
ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
PEOPLE
by
Texas steers, 4.005.15;
Proprietor of Millinery Shop Why
western ty of E. D. i ranz, and on the East by
penses, but outside of the iron and usually accompanied the tinkering
didn't that lady buy anything?
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
textile interests there has been no the politicians and which the country steers, 4.357.25; stockers and feedproperty of Fannie Starbird measurthe contemplation
New Assistant Because we hadn't
cows and heifers,
ers,
great shrinkage in the volumo of bus- suffers with even and
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
$3.005.80;
84
feet
West
to
ing from East
tongs methods
got what she wanted.
iness. This is proved by railroal traf- nf the hammer
calves $5.508.50.
$2.006.00;
from
North
and
11
and
rec
inches,
men
after
political
You'll kindly remembeT
employed by
fic returns.
Hogs Receipts, 24,000.
Market to South 72 feet and 11 inches, In Proprietor
more illustrious
future, miss, that you're here to
slow to steady.
The country has secured a bumper ords rather than the
Light,
5.G06.30;
therewitn
all
to their
improvements
sell what I keep, and not what peopla
together
cotton crop and a big corn crop. Our honors of faithful service
Mixed, 5.806.40; heavy, 5.806.40; on, consisting of a double brick house. want! London
One-liOpinion.
15c
Stamp, not over 2 -2 inches long
foreign trade is in excellent shape, country. end President Taft stood out rough, $5.806.00; good to choice,
PARCEL NO. 2. That certain other
To this
and the excess of exports during the
Each
heavy,
10c
on
additional
line
$6.000.40;
pigs,
No.
$3.C55.25;
in
and
Precinct
land
situate
of
of
tract
stamp
Congress
the majority
HITTING BACK.
bulk of sales, 6.106.35.
piSt nine months reached the unusual against
One-li4 of the County of Santa Fe, Terri. 20c
2
not
exercised his veto poover
over
3
and
inches
properly
Stamp,
very
long.
amount of 320,000,000. The exports
Market tory of New Mexico, more particularSheep Receipts,
25,000.
if the members of Congress
Each additional line on stamp
15c
of manufactures
alone are running wer and
weak.
Native,
to be honest to themselves, 10 slow,
$2.;03.85; ly described as follows: Commencing
One-lin- e
over
not
over
3
rate of u bu- want
5
and
at the
25c
inches
stamp,
to
and
long
of
tract
corner
said
western,
$3.70
Southeast
the
at
$2.7o3.85;
represent
the people they
yearlings,
llion dollars per annum.
At a recent
Each additional line on same stamp.
20c
4.40;
lambs, native, $3.755.85; running North 12 2 degrees west,
tb;jir country, be they Democrats or
big auction sale of rugs valued at ?'! Republicans, they will go to Wash- western, $3.755.80.
One-lin- e
139.2 feet, north 73 degrees west, 58
5
over
10c
inches
inch
Stamp,
long per
was brisk arid
500,000 the demand
Kansas City, Nov. 9. Cattle Re- feet west, 116.8 feet south 12 degrees
'
ington in December in a receptive
Each
same
additional
lines
(Curved
line,
satisfactory-Biprice.
prices very
mood and prepared to hear the facts ceipts 5,000, including 800 southerns east, 211.8 feet and north 70
east,
business has been disgruntled
on Stamp count as two lines).
concerning the tariff gathered by a Market steady
to strong. Native 166.9 feet, more or less to place of bebecause its policies and plans have
board and act with an steers ?5.25(g9; southern steers $3.75 ginning, bounded as follows,
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long.
.25c extra
been interfered with by enforcement equally
spirit in adjus15.25; southern cows and heifers On the North by lands of Garcia's and
sizes
at
Where
used is
Larger
proportionate
prices.
type
of the Sherman law. Big busin iss, ng the tantr scneauies.
stockers and feeders $3.75 John Hampel; on the West by lands
?2.75(g,7;
over one-ha- lf
Inch
in
one
we
for
line
for
size,
each
charge
however, is rapidly
recovering its
6; bulls $3.2o4.75; calves $47; of Jose Rafael Roybal; on the South
one-ha- lf
inch or fraction.
equilibrium and getting into a more THE BOY IN THE SMALL TOWN. western steers $3.85 7.50; western
on the East
Road
and
Frla
by
Agua
amiable frame of mind. Excessive inAt. Olathe. Kans., a town row has cows $2.755.
by lands of John Herron.
DATES, ETC.
dustrial centralization has been re- been started over the question of
All of said parcels being located in
Market
Hogs
13,000.
Receipts
strained without bringing on the dire permitting a billiard hall to remain
Local Dater any town and date, for
men
50c
steady to strong. Bulk of sales $5.75 the City of Santa Fe, Territory of New
consequences predicted; property, it in the city.
The objection against
': 1'
6.30; heavy $6.256.35;
packers Mevion
50c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in -3 inch
is discovered, will not be confiscated; ths billiard hall is that it places a and butchers
Terms and conditions of sale,
$6.156.35; lights $5.60
Line Dater month, day and year,
On
35c
Regular
production and consumption are going temptation in the way of boys.
(Ti6.20; pigs $45.25.
Cash in gold coin pf the United States
on regardless of the Sherman law, thp other hand there are some full
25c
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
cent
amount of twenty-fiv- e
Market
7,000.
Sheep
to
the
Receipts
per
and it is only a question of time when grown men in Olathe who want to
Defiance Model Band Dater
of the purchase money to be paid at
steady. Muttons $34; lambs $4
1.50
like
feel
will
to
it, 5; range wethers and
its requirements
adjustment
play billiards when they
the time of sale and the balance to be
yearlings $3
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut. . . . . . 1.50
be completed. The country has safe- and they insist that the parents of 4.50; range ewes
$23.75.
paid on confirmation of sale. Deeds
Pearl Check Protector
t . . .if. . 1,50
ly passed the crisis Incidental to com- the boys ought to assume the obligaCotton.
and abstract at the expense of pur
Mrs. Diggs I am a true daughter of
pliance with the law. There is one tion of keeping minors from the bil
New York, Nov. 9. Cotton
SELF-INKIN- G
spot chaser, the purchaser to assume the Eve.
STAMP PADS.
doubt less, now that the supreme liard hall.
closed dull, 10 points higher. MidMrs. Wiggs I'd like to know in
payment of and take the property pur11-23--4,
15 cts; 2 x 3 4, 25 cts ; 2 -4 x 3 2, 25 cts ;
court has interpreted the law, and this
The Olathe controversy Is Interest dling uplands
9.40.
Middling
gulf chased by him, subject to all territori- what way? You can neither cook nor
element of disturbance should hereaf- ing only because it reflects the con- 9.70. No sales.
2 4 x 4 4, 35 cts ; 3
2,
60 cts; 4
75 cts;
al .and county taxes and all assess- wash dishes.
ter gradually diminish in importance. dition in small towns everywhere. At
Mrs. Digs Neither could Eve.
4 4 x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
of whatsoever name or nature,
ments
issue
election
the
active
With a presidential election ahead nearly every
MAIN TO REMAIN
which are now, or jnay become here
Feels Badly.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
political conditions are much unset- in the smaller towns is whether or
PROHIBITION STATE. after, charged to, or a lien against the
halls.
billiard
be
shall
not
there
"A guilty conscience needs no acwe
enhence
be
to
may
tled,
obliged
him.
All
bids
by
property purchased
The complaint against the billiard
the moralizer.
dure a year of more or less agitation
Augusta, Me., Nov. 9. Maine re- or offers must be In writing for par- cuser," observed
"That's
so," assented Deacon Film-meand disturbance. The problems of re- hall in the small town is the same as tains constitutional prohibition. Gov- cel or
parcels as a whOie and not for
There is no other
"When a pillar of the church
ernor Plaisted and his council have de- items or
vising the tariff and checking exces- that at Olathe.
thereof and may be secretes a quart bottle of whisky in
NKY
SANTA
sive centralization of the money pow- form of amusement offered for the cided to accept the corrections in the mailed toportions
the Administrators at San- his hip pocket he imagines he looks
in public opin- beys, and therefore the billiard hall vote of four towns, cast in the
er are Btlll
special
ta Fe at any time after the first pub like a hunchback."
.
t
ion. Possibly the requirements of na- has become the natural loafing place election in September, thus reversing
lication of this notice and before the
And a common loafing
tional revenue will prevent any radi- for them.
as
Indicated on the face of making 01 the sale.
out of the result
Wasted.
cal changes in the tariff beyond the el- place makes common loafers
the first official returns.
AND
JOSEPHINw ; Wir; DUDROW
"town
the
Mrs. Flnefeather- - --Are you taking
gangs
imination of unnecessary protection in
on election day,
Returns
SeptemGEORGE M. KINSELL, Administra- your husband abroad this year?
But merely to close the billiard
the textile and steel schedules. Our hall does
tors of the Estate of Charles W.
not offer the solution the ber 11, indicated a majority of about
Mrs. Benton No, I decidpd last
Teirpheew fted J5
less
action
300
political
always proves
against the repeal of the prohibiwhen he insisted upon speaking
Dudrow, Deceased.
people of Olathe are looking for. The
orders delivered.
year
talk.
drastic than
as canal
street corner would then become the tory amendment, but the later official October 18th, 1911.
of the Venetian gondolas
All things considered, the business civic center
count
showed
a
of
twenty-siof
majority
of Boyville, and the street
boats that the real charm
Europe Is
outlook must be regarded as sounder ccrner is
for repeal.
lost upon him.
COUGHING At NIGHT.
quite as bad or even worse
to
and more cheerful than for many than the town
thirsty ast
billiard hall.
Means loss of sleep, which is had for
months, though not warranting any
There should be other places than
and
Tar
Millionaire's
everyone.
Philosophy.
Foley's Honey
sudden change of positon nor any re the billiard hall and the saloon for
Compound stops the cough at once,,
"But, doctor, do you really believe
turn to esceBslve optimism. For the the boy places made more attractive
:
PILLS relieves the tickling and dryness in that it's harder than going through
FIZZ, COCO COU, ::
tZZStSO,
MIAMI.
present It would seem sufficient to to him than the billiard hall and the
the throat and heals the inflamed the eye of a needle for a rich man
J.DUHHl AHUTHPI
note that the business current ap- saloon.
iond ltrnndV
There are such places but
Prevents a cold develop to enter heaven?"
membranes.
in Ked and aiold
lxes, sealed with Blue Rihlmmy
into bronchitis or pneumonia.
pears to be about turning. Much will they are closed the greater part of
"That is what the good book tells
ing
no
FE BTILISS ITtHS
UT
Juke
other. I
U0O,
of Vnn V
us."
In the house.
Refuse
depend upon political developments each day and for each week for no
it
always
Keep
DIAMOND HHAND HII.I s. S m
rropnewr.
ot
:
In the future, and in ni ... direction plausible reason that appeals to the
"Then what's the use
trying?"
substitutes.
years known as Best. Safest. AIwsvr Betl.i.l
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
there is less reason for encourage- - New Mexican.
For sale by1' all druggists.
Exchange.
Every church, every
;jj
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PLAZA BAKERY

Per Cent.

BREAD AND CAKE

FRESH
PRICE

FROM RLGELAR

PAGE FIVE

M.

Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Mounted Policeman J. a. Heal is in
Confectionery. Fruits and Groceries
on
town from Deming.
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesdays Saturday
M. Burget, a hat salesman of ChiGoods
Phone, 152 Red
is
the
Palace.
at
cago,
Does
AMADO
GUTIERREZ, PROP.
Frank E. Andrews went to AlbuIn order to close out the line.
querque yesterday on business.
C. J. Dawe, the; well known grocery
salesman is here from Denver.
Your Patronage Solicited
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
Gorge Koop of Chicago is here in
the interests of the Socialist party.
Milliner, Southeast Cor. Plaza.
A. C. Vorbees, a lawyer of Raton,
H. B. LAUGHLIN, President
H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Colfax county, is at the Montezuma.
District Attorney Alexander Read NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier
is in the city from Tierra Amarilla.
J. H. Herstein, the well known
MRS R. LOPEZ.
salesman is here from Albuquerque.
Manicuring
Shampooing
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Ford are sightHair Dressing Massaging
seers here from Pagosa Springs, ColoChiropody.
rado.
P. B. Albright, a civil engineer of Fron Ro m Over F. Andrews' Store
Established I856.
Incorporated 1903.
San Luis, Colorado, is at the Palace
Hotel.
Chairman Venceslao Jaramilla re- SOME NOTES ON
A
turned last evening from his home at
NEVADA MINING DISTRICT.
El Rito.
for
of
CORN-FE- D
F. A. Sullivan the famous embalm-er- ,
The United States Geological Suris here from St. Louis.
He is vey has recently published as Bulle-at the Montezuma Hotel.
tin 414 "Notes on some mining (list-- ,
HAVE EVER HAD
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena ricts in Humboldt County, Nevada "
was up and about for a few hours to- by F. L. Ransome.
The bulletin is a
day but is still far from well.
reconnaissance report on some 7,000
E. H. Bickfort, of
Lake Valley, square miles including
the Seven!
Sierra county, irrigation promoter Troughs, Rosebud, Siar, Vnionville,
and mining man, is a Santa Fe visit- Humboldt. Fitting, Chafey, Kennedy,
or.
and Adelaide districts, also the Red;
Miss Olive Johnson of Lancaster, Butte and the Copporeid or White:
I
Home-Mad- e
Chio, arrived last night on her way Cioud district. 'Mr. Hansome discus-- ,
Sausage,
to the Shiprock Agency in San Juan spo tbe trenlnev mineralnirv and the
.
ri
i
i
county.
fOlUl
mining operations of ihe region. His
UySierS,
W. F. Brogan went to Albuquerque conclusion is that the southern por-- j
POULTRY
and
$ last evening to resume his work on tion of Humboldt county is part of a!
the Albuquerque Herald. Mrs, Bro- metallogenetic province characleriz-1 gan will follow this evening.
VEGETABLES
will
A
ed chiefly by the prevalence of anti-- .
will meet tomor- - monial ores or" silver with numerous
utteen
ine
ciud
Forbes' Quality
Home
of
row, Friday
afternoon.,- -' at three an,i widely scattered denosits of stib- and Steel-C- ut
o'clock at the residence of Miss Mas nite and cinnabar.
adThere are in
Mrs. Weltmer will preside.
sie.
of
dition some deposits
Franklin H. Brooks, well known at copper and nickel cnbalt ores.
Ore
torney and former Congressman from deposition probably began immedia
Colorado Springs arrived in the city tely after the intrusion of the Triassic No
yesterday.: He is at the Palace Ho- and Jurassic sediments in late MeEoz-j0ffeyou
if
;.'
tel.
of generally;
io time by a magma
jK
The Rev. J. jf; Shimer, 'the new' granodioritic composition
you
compara
pastor of St. John's Methodist Episco- ble with that which invaded the rocks
pal Church of this city has returned of the Sierra Nevada at the same
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
irom Albuquerque where he went k period, and continuU into the Tervote.
The known Tertiary deposits
tiary.
214 Don Gasper Avenue.
Charles M. Stauffer and family yeg-- : are essentially
ores and
terday moved from Grant avenue into copper ores, but it is possible that
one of the cottages of Leo Hersch some of the other types are also of:
I 111 I
at the corner of Washington avenue Tertiary.
and Marcy street.
Phone 36
P. O. Box, 219.
PROPRIETOR.
Mrs. James L. Seligman of Santa1 EXTREMELY COLD WEATHER
IN CANADIAN
Fe, wife of a well known merchant,!
NORTHWEST.
is the guest of Mrs. Amado Chavez,'
at 501 North Eleventh street. Albu-- ; Price of Wheat Is Therefore Hoisted,
querque Morning Journal.
and Corn at First Weak,
THE TIME TO BUY
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam
Is Strengthened,
B. Prince
with their two children have Teturn-- !
WATER BOTTLES
ed to the Sunshine ranch at Espan- - j (Br Special Leaed Wire to New Mexican)
Nov.
9.
Extremely
Is now. We have just received
ola. They do not expect to be in San- - j Chicago, 111.,
ta Fe again until the holiday season, t cold weather in the Canadian Northalargelinedirect from factory,
A. A. Jones, Chairman of the Demo west tended today to hoist the prices
insuring fresh goods.
thereby
cratic Central Committee,
arrived ot wheat. The opening was a shade
up. December started
last night from Las Vegas, and is at lower to
to 93
unchanged to
the Montezuma Hotel. He will spend at 93
A six-roo- m
higher and adunchanged to
the day here at Democratic
vanced to 93
The close was s.t 'ady with December
ne?liigher at 91
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take-- LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Corn at firs,t inclined to be weali
Tablets. Druggists refund money it it
on the theory that,the government reto
, E. W. GKOVE'S signafails
cure.
Pricce, 2,700. $1,000 Cash Will Handle Proposition.
port would generally be regarded as
ture is on each box. 25c.
against the bears but commission buying brought about a rally. December
to
to
down at 62
opened
63c and then rose to 63
for
The close was steady at 63
AND REAL ESTATE.
INSURANCE
May, a net gain of
In the oats crowd, traders 'were
119 San Francisco St.
Phone, Red 189.
Where Prices Are Lowes governed by the course of wheat. December started
higher, at 46
FOR
tc
touched 46
and advanced
46
.,.
QUALITY
We guarantee each and every BotStrength in the hog market brought
an improvement
in quotations
for
tle we sell to last one year.
packing house products. Initial sales
12
were 2
up with May de'HI&HOBADEr- for pork;
liveries 1C.30 to 16.37
Always Reliable
The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any ArtiCOFFI
to
9:35 for lard, and 8.37
DRUGGISTS
8.40 for ribs.
cle That You Might Be Interested In.
Poor coffee is an unPhone, Red Ml. Night Phone.Red 58.
IN
CUT
THERE IS A
GLASS,
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
wholesome drink.
To
That stops coughs quickly and cures
and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details
begin the day by drinking
colds is Foley's Honey and Tar Comit clouds an otherwise
Mrs. Anna Pelzer, 2526 Jefpound.
ferson St., So. Omaha, Neb., says: "I
cheerful mind. See to
can recommend Foley's Honey and
it, then, that you have
&
Tar Compound as a sure cure for
Chase & Sanborn's
coughs and colds. It cured my daughter of a bad cold and my neighbor,
PAINTING
High Grade Coffee
Mrs. Benson, cured herself and her
with its fragrant
whole family with Foley's Honey and!
aroma and
Tar Compound.
Everyone in our
"
neighborhood speaks highly of ;t."
For sale by all druggists.
color.
WE KNOW
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ZERO WEATHER TODAY
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED
IN SOUTH DAKOTA.
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

CAPITAL 850,000 00

6

Dally.

all Fancy Wings and

Feather

a General Banking Business

MISSA.MUGLER

Parlor Market
and Grocery

f

Handsome Assortment
the
Fancy Stock
Holiday Trade

RIBBONS

i

5

CITY

5

Beef,

1

THE FINEST WE

j

Beautiful Dresser Scarfs I

Pork,
Mutton,

Veal and

Lamb

And Pillow Tops

Art Draperies and Curtain Scrims

Most Artistic Line

the

that

I

Fresh-Dresse-

please the lovers
Beautiful

j

FRUITS

-

Gas-Roast-

want for your winter clothes
The ideas are drawn from the latest fashion
plates and are correct in detail.

Just what

r

That Makes You
Feel Your Best

It has been said that nothing makes a man reel
more like a "stuffed sausage" with the skin
suitor
pulled tight than the average
of
tuxedo. This IS really true the AVERAGE full
dress or tuxedo but simply because the right
tailoring is not there. The ROYAL TAILORS are
Evening Clothes Makers supreme. They, have
mastered the art of making a formal garment
that is only formal in name, with all the stiffness and clammy feeling left out. A Royal Dress
Suit or Tuxedo drapes gracefully, easily over the
body lines, and gives the wearer a perfect " at
home" feeling. A handsome FULL DRES5 or
TUXEDO with silk linings, from
full-dre-

ss

$35.00 TO $55.00
Many social functions are in the'making for our
ciety this winter. Better be prepared. Get the best.

ed

COFFEE, 30c LB.

gold-silve-

Fill Line of Dress Trimmings

I

nsn

Blue

Get an
Evening Suit

better guarantee to
than money back
not satisfactory when
deal at the Parlor Market.

W. N. TOWNSEND
THE MASTER TAILORS.

THE

CO.

&

PRICE-MAKE-

R.

gold-silve-
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UUllll

D. ARRIGHI
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A BARGAIN!
modern

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home
some fine Sets
as
as many
WE Cabinets
make

China for the table,
Also Kitchen
wish.
pieces
you
a
that
cooking delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
your eyes and "dress up" the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.
HAVE

THE AKERSWAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

4

FOR SALE brick residence, well

located, with barn, chicken house,

11

garden, fruit trees, etc.

O.C. WATSON & CO.

of

X

4

SWEATERS
For Everybody, Men and

8

8

I SJAUNE&CO.

4

Boys, Ladies and Children

'A

K

c

c

SAFE

.

I Beautiful Hand - Painted China

BUTT BROS. CO.,

2

c

t

j

i...

h.

C. YONTZ, ""as?

sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Avenue .

MRS. W. LINDBARDT,

stw

SIGN PAINTING

perfect

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
Palace

V

JUST IN

New

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Crop of ENGLISH WAL
Deadwood, So. D., Nov. 9. A cold
wave hit western South Dakota toNUTS and ALMONDS
to
day, the temperature dropping
f
of zero Snow is lling

(1911)

Just in, a Fresh Stock

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Relieves CATARRH of

Funeral Directors
... PICTURE FRAMING

Also Scudder's Maple Syrup

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

DRY

SXXXXXXXXXXXXK

X

X

mm

130 Red.

H. S. KAUNE

&

GO.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

X

X

X

X

CO.
X

X X

with

and all

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black

J. P. Steed

& Son

No. 52

YOU

AND CABINET

Readyto-Wea-

MAKERS.

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

LADY OR GENTLEMAN can
t

be pleased and suited by
GERDE5, OUTFITTER TO EVERYBODY

FURNITURE
SIGN

MADE TO ORDER

PAINTING

NEATLY DONE

Phone. Red

STOCK

OF

Hot"

Garments.

If You Do Not Inspect Them You are the Loser.

JULIUSH. QERDES.

y
All Work Guaranteed.

"Up-to-dat- e"

115

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
EYES. Our display rooms are open for your
and
are
where
it. It saves
it
your light
for,

SANTA FE WATER &

COMPANY.

Goods is "Sizzling

r
with

Beware of (MIOVI

!rurM.

&

OU

In

I24HOURS
cQume.rjeus.
Sold hv all

THE NATIONAL SURETY

CARPENTERS

BLADDER
Discharges

want to do BUSINESS RIGHT, with a COMPANY
that is RIGHT, on a form that is
RIGHT, and at RATES that are
RIGHT. Why not get acquainted

Of course you

SAVES THE
bill
on
you
using
by having right
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the Idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

You pay

GOODS

Just a Word About Bonds

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

the

Eich capsule bean the

Phone,

Gl

SELIGMAN

ADOLPH

Colors

305 San Francisco Street,

.

Aunt Jemima's Famous
PANCAKE FLOUR

eg

Automobile

Carriage

..MILLINERY..

125

and

Sizes

All

f
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COMPANY, WASHINGTON
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9 32
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8 20
8 02
7 45
6
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35
27
17
00

pm
pm
''onnect3 ai Colfax with K. P. A S. W. Uy, train both North and Soutb.K
8Stae for Van Houton N. M. meeta trains at Preston N.iM.I
.
Stage leaves Ut Parle. S, M., for Nllzanethtown.
M., at 9:00 a. m, dally excep
ttndays. Fare fciuuoua way S3.M
trip; tlfty pound bnKKaze carried free.
M-- .
O. & S. train leiwe
for tlie south at 11;11 p. 111. larrlves from tb
Moluei, N,
th nt 4:38 a. in
Z.

G.

i.

DSDMAN,

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M..

Superintendent.

In the early part of lOOfl and 110
Eggleston Smith, of the United
States Geological Survey examined
anthracite coal field at the head of
Cowlitz River, Washington, for the
purpose of classifying the coal land in
the Rainier National Forest and of
determining in conjunction witn the
Washington Geological Survey, the
character, quality, and relative values
of the coals of the State of Washing-te.
The result of this work has
just been published by the United
States Geological Survey as Bulletin
174 on "Coals of the State of Wash-

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

It establishes regularity, subduescures

inflam-matio-

teals ulceration and

male weakness.

n,

fe'

Sick women are invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter,
free. A'i correspondence strictly private and sacredly
confidential. Write without fear and without fee to World's Dispensary Medical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
If you want a book that tells all about woman's diseases, and how to cure
them at home, send 21
stamps to Dr. Pierce to pay cost of mailing
illustrated
only, and he will send you a free cop of his great thousand-pag- e
Common Sense Medicai Adviser revised,
edition, in paper covers.
31 stamps.
In handsome

Backache, Headache, Nervousness
and rheumatism, both in men and women, moan kidney trouble. Do not al(Bv Sppcinl Leased Wire to New Mexican) low it to progress beyond the reach ington."
tt. lJaul, .Minn., Nov. 9 A complete of medicine but stop it promptly with Practically all of the coals of the
scheme for fire protection in cities Foley Kidney Pills.
and
They regulate State were uniformly sampled
and towns and in the home was out- the action of the urinary organs. To- analyzed, the result affording a very
srot but this coal is now used by Pa- BAtBALL GAME
lineo uy
H. Wentworth of nic in action, quick in results.
complete knowledge of the character
TO BE PLAYED BY VETERANS.
Boston, at the Minnesota Fire Protec
land relative values of the different cinc steamships whose requirements
For sale by all druggists.
tion Congress.
Mr. Wentworth. who
both
compared are not so exacting as those of the
Washington coals
is secretary of the National Fire Pro
among themselves and with coals of Navy, by railroads, and for domestic San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 9. Tim
PORTION OF CAMEDA RANCH
tection Association declared that the
SOLD FOR $175,000. other slates and countries.
Murne.ne, sporting editor of the Bos;ard commercial purposes.
American people were awakening to a
The character and quality or tne: Thurst
ton (Mass.) Globe, writing about the
c
and
CQun.
consciousness of their collective reof Washington were ascertained ties
New Purchase to Be Subdivided and ccals
produced
Baseball game to be played
practicay
Charity
fire
lor
waste. This was
sponsimnty
by determining their chemical compo- tieg produced considerable quantmes
Sold to Farmers in
a year of hope, he said, in
veterans of the diamond reprecalorific value, physical prop- - , ,QW
by
sition,
spite of the
gra(Je SUDbituminous coal wh,ch
Small Tracts.
fact that the fire loss promises to be
the East and the West during
1he relative mugt be
erties and Impurities.
US(J withjn a ghort
tjme senting
the highest since the year of the San
coal
of
the National Baseball Convention in
commercial
values
and
heating
fc
,g
b
u
after
m
frQm
.
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 9.
Ir.niinrl 1, vrrrA t
t'rancisco fire.
writes:
luo nhnrnntar
lt will crumble to pieces and fall San Antonio, November
of
am in hearty sympathy with the
"I
"There is no way to solve this con- nouncement has been made
tion, ana proportion 01 us cnenncai through the grate
When placed in
lis auuuy 10 s,lduu fl hot flro it nnimhloQ ar,H 0w0ll iraru idea of the game. Tris Speaker, the
flagration problem."
he continued: the purchase by McCarthy Bros, of St. ccnsinuenis.
"Texas Cyclone," already has left Bos"not absolutely, but at least relative Paul, Minn., from Theodore Plummer transportation and to a considerable -nf,
fnrrn. a
many
You cannot be expected to tear of this city of 8,000 acres of land, be- exent its commercial value depends pnarks.
ly.
Most nf this cnnl is uart ton for Texas and will be on hand for
the game. Ed Carger also whi .be in
down your cities and rebuild them of ing the unsold portion of his Cameda largely on its physical properties. Its by the ,oca trade Qr ,g
sh,pped g(mth
in Jim Wells county on relative heating value and its adapta
line for the event. 1 have no doubt
from
of
material; the cities must ranch, located
the
centers
of
away
mining
railroad, between bility to special uses is strongly influ- - the coals of better
be protected as they stand.
In the the
is used we can round up two fine teams for
It
grades.
heart of nearly every one there are the towns of Alice and Sin Diego. The enced by the impurities it contains. almost entirely for domestic purposes some good sports. James H. O'Rourke
streets crossing at right angles, along price paid was $175,000. F. J.
that here also the commercial
and for stationary boilers with natural of Bridgeport, Conn., the veteran of
one of the new owners of the line of coal is influenced by the charac-trac- t draft.
which for a considerable distance are
thirty-fivyears on the diamond, will
is now making his home in this ter and amounts of these impurities,
be on hand to show up the youngsters.
buildings of brick, stone and concrete.
ProGas
High
Efficiency
Through
Looked at upon the map this shows city. His firm has successfully colo- He and his two daughters and Mrs.
Many of the coals of the State of
ducer.
a more or less
in Washington, says Mr. Smith, ignite
Murnane and I will arr've in San AnMaltese nized several tracts of land
complete
Mr. Smith holds out hope for exten- tonio with
cross of buildings which are not wood- Texas and they expect to subdivide much more easily than coal from the
on the special
the
subbituminous from St. louis." party
en, and which operate to divide tin: their new purchase and sell to far-- J eastern part of the United States. A sive use of
coal
utilizaand
the
lignite
through
wooden built district into quarter sec- mers. Theodore Plummer came here splinter from almost any of the
All San Antonio Is awaiting with
tions, and which might hold a fire
St. Louis about three years ago er Washington coals can be burned tion of producer gas for the genera- eagerness for the
coming of delegates
tion
of
The Geological Surpower.
in any one of those sections if they and bought extensively of real estate lT,'itn a match, but the flame produced
and vistors to the Baseball convene
has
found
coal
that
vey
13
not
were equipped to do so.
usually
These brici; in Southwest. Texas.
tion. A splendid programme of enand stone buildings
Coals Range from Anthracite to Low lelu pracucany aoume or more tnan
are ordiraril.v
tertainment has been arranged and all
double
of
amount
the
in
the
power
Grade Bituminous.
s
valueless as
because theh THREE PROMINENT MEN
coal of the state ranges from ens producer that it will yield in a that come will be riven a taste of
The
windows are of thin glass and their
HAVE LIVED 254 YEARS.
to steam plant, and that
fuels, real southern hospitality.
the lowest grade subbituminous
frames of wood.
At Baltimors and
anthracite. The anthracite is not now such as North Dakota and Texas
San Francisco the conflagration atTexas, Nov. 9. Three vete- - ,,fe(j f0r ack 0f transportation facili- - nfte and Florida peat yield more
ATHLETIC CLUB PUTS UP
tacked such buildings' easily;' breau-inCLUB BUILDING FOR $80,000.
lawyers of Texas, each more than ties.
demand for anthra- - v;er in the producer than the best
the
out the panes,
Though
the
consuming
frames, and converting every sloiy 80 years of age, dined together on the c;te for domestic purposes is great, West Virginia coal under the ordinary
When it is
of these brick structures into hori- evening of November 3, in Austin, the prevailing price is so high that type of steam boiler.
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 9 John
the birthday of Judge A. the better grades of bituminous coal sible to build and conduct producer Hurst of St. Louis has been selected
zontal flues full of combustible conon a commer-stat- for superintendent of the Travis Club
district judge, 111Ust be utilized instead.
plants satisfactorily
tents.
Brick and stone buildings are W. Terrell, former
senator and legislator. United
coal of Wash-State- s the new athletic club of San Antonio
Experiments with bituminous coal cial scale the
s
logical and capable
if :he
Congressman and Senator and 0f the State, designed to test its suit- - ington which is now disposed of with which now is erecting an $80,000 club
fire can be kept out of them. The
Mr. Hurst was five years
small city that will trace out its Mal- United States minister to Turkey. His ability for naval use indicated that difficulty will then find a ready mar- - building.
were Major W. M. (Buck) Wal- - its content of volatile combustible ket.
tese cross and such
assistant superintendent of the Misbuildings nnd guestsfor
A copy of Mr. Smith's report may souri Athletic Club, and for the last
years the most noted crimi- - matter is too high to permit its use in
equip them with metal window frames ton,
and wired glass will immediateiv- - pos- nal lawyer in Texas, and former the boilers now in service, because it be obtained free on application to the three years has been with the AmerThe combined produces too high temperature in the Director of the Geological Survey, at ican Hotel in St. Louis in the same
sess the equivalent of substantial fire Judge James Smith.
ages of the three men is 254 years.
walls crossing at right
uptake and an excessive amount of Washington, D. C.
capacity.
angles in its
center dividing it into four section:,.
By such a simple, inexpensive, but
yet
strategic procedure manv a ritv mnv
save itself from the destruction
wh 'rii
now awaits only the
bird cf a
right
nre in tne right kind of a
night
1 nave referred
w,kin this nl.-- n
to the smaller cities, but
it is ohvions
mat this plan of protection is
equally
imperative in the brick, stone and
concrete districts of all
large chies
where great values are housed in close
proximity.
Fires in the large cities
entail an enormous waste because of
the great va'nes assembled there. We
must come eventually to the
equipment of ai, commcrc dl. factor
The big coffee trust, made up of Brazilian grow
inr
office buildings with metal
window
ers and American importers, has been trying various
frames and wired glass.
This will
mean the abolition of the
conflagratactics to boost the price of coffee and get more money
tion hazard in our cities.
Fires will
then be unit fires
easextinguished
from the people.
ily by a competent
fire department
within the building in which
they
originated; for the protection of winAlways the man who is trying to dig extra money
dow openings not only
fires
prevent
out of the public pocket, on a combination, hates the
from entering but prevent fire from
issuing out of the burning building'
man who blocks the game.
We may expect an occasional exceedhot
to
fire
ingly
break down the defen
ces ot an adjoining building, but it is
Now comes a plaintive bleat from the "exasperuuwuua mat a conflagration
could
ones.
not get underway among
buildings of
we resistive construction with prop
erly protected window oneninzs.
of
The
lately said: "Astir-rin"Having thus fortified city buildings
one against the other, extensive fires
circular has just been issued to the coffee
within individual structures can be
The article
says :
prevented by the use of the new well
estaDiished automatic sprinkler system.
The automatic sprinkler an
is to
the
"The coffee world is discussing
plies the water without the help of
numan agencies while the fire is still
future of coffee as a result of the campaign of misedu-catio- n
incipient,
it will operate in a. flense
smoke as well as in a clear atmos-rhere- .
carried on by the cereal coffee people. We have
It will not throw excessive
from one of the largest roasters in the
before us a
deluges of water in wrong places as
the fire departments are
continually
South asking what can be done to counteract the work
forced to do. With our window open-irg- s
protected and
our buildings
of the enemies of coffee.
equipped with such extinguishers the
conflagration hazard in
mercantile
should have been taken up by the
districts will be eliminated. There
will then remain for consideration
Brazilian Gov't when they were completing their beauour immense resident, districts constructed almost wholly of wood surtiful valorization scheme.
rounding the mercantile centers, like
fagots around a funeral pyre.
We
can lessen the loss here by the abolition of the use of wooden shingles.
Will the reader please remem- - it is killing them, but it is easy to
Then the article proceeds to de- on one or more of the dozen types
"It will not be necessary to remove
ber, we never announce that coffee shift from coffee to Postum for,
all shingle roofs immediately.
nounce Postum and works into a of diseases which follow broken-dowAn
nervous systems, many peo- "hurts all people."
effective city ordinance might require
fine frenzy because we have pubj when made according to direc- Some persons seem to have ex- - tions, it comes to the table cup of
all roofs constructed in the future to
lished facts regarding the effect of ple don't know it.
But it remained for the man who cess vitality enough to use coffee beverage, seal brown color, which
be of incombustible material and that
coffee on some people.
has coffee, morphine or whiskey to tobacco and whiskey for years and turns to rich golden brown when
all roofs which shall hereafter .reThe harrowing tale goes on.
"Where a few years ago every- sell, to have the supreme nerve to apparently be none the worse, but cream is added, and the taste is
quire repair to the extent of
disof their area shall be replaced with
the number is small, and when a '"ery like the milder grades of Old
body drank coffee, several cups a say: "You only imagine your
me."
in
walk
from
on
orders.
in
find
now
we
incombustible
every
buying
Keep
sensible man or woman finds an Gov't Java.
roofs.
The modern
day,
Let us continue to quote from article acts harmfully they exer- life people who Imagine they can
shingle is thin and the machinery
Postum is a veritable food drink
which makes it leaves a fuzzy surface
not drink it. (The underscoring is his article.
else some degree of intelligence and highly nourishing, containing
enormous
carthe
"Notwithstanding
which, after a period of drought, bej all the
ours) . Burly blacksmiths,
by dropping it.
parts of wheat carefully
comes like tinder.
penters, laborers and athletes have increase in population during the We quote again from the article, prepared to which is added about
Without shingle
roofs flying brands would not be cardiscontinued or cut down the use past three years coffee shows an
"These figures are paralyzing 10 per cent of New Orleans moried over the brick centers of the city
of coffee: as there is not a person appalling decrease in consumption." but correct, being taken from lasses, and that is absolutely all
by the wind.
who reads this and will not be able
Leech's statistics, recognized
as that Postum is made of.
,
Then follow a tiresome lot of the most reliable."
"Outside of the abolition of the
to find the same conditions existThousands of visitors to the
acof
with
wind
which
circle
statistics
up
his
own.
shingle roof, we must look for the
among
ing
pure food factories see the ingredprotection of our hdmes to the corquaintances, Is It not well for the showing a decrease of consumption
Every
This is one of the highest com- ients and how prepared.
rected habits of our people. We must
Brazilians to sit up and take no- in two years of, in round figures,
nook and corner is open for every
to
levelever
the
pliments
paid
million
look carefully after the heating aptwo
hundred
pounds.
tice?"
visitor to
inspect. Crowds
Here we see the cause for the at- headed, common sense of Ameri- come dailycarefully
ISN'T IT CURIOUS theBe "burparatus of our homes, giving them the.
seem
to enjoy it
and
off
cans
two
huncut
who
about
cofconstant and necessary attention de--j
tacks on us and the Brazilian
ly" strong men should pick out
manded by receptacles
containing!
fee to "imagine" about? Why not sneers at Americans who prefer to dred million pounds of coffee when
break they found by actual experiment
nre. The building of proper flues and
that regular doses of use a healthful, home-mad"imagine
a Reason
chimneys is especially necessary in
whiskey are harmful, or daily slugs fast drink and Incidentally keep the (in the majority of cases) that the
connection with residences. The most
money in America rather than send subtle drug caffeine in coffee,
of morphine?
vital matter in the home however, is
If "imagination" makes the cat-- ; the millions to Brazil that pay lor worked discomfort and varying
the proper use of the match.
chemisM class forms of disease.
in coffee clog the liver,
article that
feine
Every
Some people aven't the charac- Postum Cereal Company, Limited
match is a potential conflagration, as
press the heart and steadily tear among the drugs and not among
Battle Creek, Michigan.
ter to stop a habit when they know
down the nervous system, bringing the foods.
every fire is of the same size when
No match should te ad- i. started.
mitted inside a home, except the var--l
one-ce-
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Successor to B. P. Williams
have purchased the entire stock of horses and eauioment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO STi

Phone l.W Red

Santa

He, N. M

j

j
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them know It
Are You a Seller? An, advertise-men- t
COLUMN DO IT.
in the classified columns of the
A good live advertisement m the
Want column of the New Mexican will New Mexican will put your real estate
lent any property that is rentable. on the market effectively. It will put
There Is always some one that wants the facts of your property before th'
rhat you have got, but you must let eyes of all possible buyers.
LET THE WANT

1911.

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription makes
weak women strong and sick women
well, and &ives them freedom from pain.

cloth-bindin-

"9 os

9,

Of the pain which many women experience with every
month :t makes the gentleness and kindness anvays associated with womanhood seem to be almost a miracle.
While in general no woman rebels against what she regards as a natural necessity there is no woman who would
Dot gladly be free from this recurring period of pain.
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Be Used.
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United States Geological Survey
g
operates witn States in
and Analyzing all Coals.
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burned

to death in America
ever
by the type of match which will
!
ignite on any surface. These matches
are allowed to lie indiscriminately
about the home. Small children are
secure
and if they can
An
by Franklin H. limitative
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back into the carry-all- ,
and
ordered
to
the
smallest
believe in calling a shed a hangar?" the driver to
cial meeting thirif
sciences."
go to the house of the you ask such foolish questions?"
the greatest, the advertisers are find- RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
"Well, pop, why did Mrs. Babble tell
"Science Indeed! I don't see much,
Tuesday at Elksf
caretaker.
out that the newspaper which
ing
AVE
HalL
science about carrying a gliding maContrary Corroboration.
"You're not going to visit his sins Mrs. Jaggsby the other night that you goes Into the home
VisiUnjp
day after day and
Red
"Is your friend really a live wire? on the girl in question, are you, Sta were a bird?"
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Phone,
chine to the roof of a house and
welcome,
neighbors
becomes
in
a
member of the
tryreality
"Dead sure thing."
NETTIE
.
WEST
asked.
Street
VICKROY,
SIDE
ing to glide off to the ground without
"She's
PLAZA
OFFICE,
a
cey?"
household, is the only medium whieh
bully
hurting yourself. You've broken three
girl. I'll look after the roof and the
reaches and catches the attention of
Phone, 220 Black
v.
FLORENCE RISING.
U
well."
legs and a collar bone so far, besides
all classes.
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
i:t.
Recorder- - T
"Now, we'll divide up fairly at the
spraining your ankle yesterday."
"It's In a great cause." protested
start," Carstairs answered. "You take
Jepson, solemnly.
the roof, and I'll take the well. I'm
e
"Fiddle-le-dee!- "
not going to row with anybody over
A good ad makes the best e
and Libbie
the completed braid out of her lover's
this godsend. We'll put up at the
0 salesman.
.
AND
French Canadian house, and say nothgrasp and began to roll it into a
s
rM
big
ball. Her eyes snapped
Did
see
her
you
ing.
eyes,
Roily,
TPla
-I
HjI
t
dangerously
"You can choose between me and
Narrow-Minde- d
great Scott, did you see her eyes,
the
Policy.
old gliding machine!"
v.
Here's a merchant who. says, the
boy?"
kit..
A most uncomfortable
was
the
start
For
ThBt
two
moment
his
months
sales
stum-bles- :
silence fell
Santa Fe, New Mexico.QNow tinder the Same'Manafement.
percentage
&
upon the room. Libbie rolled her ball
"I must cut down my advertis
through tne long, hazy, lazy days of
and
end
remained
at
August
Bartholomew Jepson
they
the
July
ing."
(rigorously
The only GOOD HOTELS In the Capital City of NeMexicol Roonw
arose unsteadily to his feet while
French Canadian shack half a mile
Would this same merchant take ic
's
book
The Poet (with
front the lodge. They repaired every
of poems)
bis sign the moment It begins to rain?
poll parrot on the stand In the
wIUipOTiror4utta
ft
These are the fierce wild fancies ol
corner cocked an Inquisitive eye at
possible thing oo the place that could
uncnangea.
be repaired. And above all, they rode, my throbbing brain.
his mistress.
met Dunkey today for the first
I
The Critio 1 didn't know your writ time for years. He hasn't
fished, walked and loafed with the
"I can't give up the gliding machanged
three Kenyon girls. Two were sisIngs were wild. I'd always heard theq much."
chine," said Bartholomew with unexMadeline
and
tame.
Lois,
called
ters,
was
but
it
quite
"Oh, he hasn't changed at all; but
pected spirit In one usually bo meek,
their cousin both Carstairs and Street
and during an ominous silence he
he doesn't seem to realize it."
under
the peaked hat,
loved, the girl
How do you mean?"
hobbled across the room, retrieved his
Just Right.
Dolly Kenyon. And comradely, each
hat and overcoat, managed to get Into
Her bathing suit was rather trim.
"Oh, he's forever talking about 'what
But what of that?
one and balance the other on . his.
Miss Jones I admire one thins waited for the other.
a looi ne usea uj De.
r
Kea HWt "
f"-- r y'
You take first chance, Roily." Car
She wasn't what you'd call too slim.
'
head.
about you very much. You never
Nor yet too fat.
"I wish you good day, Libbie," he make any bluff about retiring from stairs would say, "You've eot the
right of way anyhow? Aren't you my
said quietly, and went away.
"Your ode to Niagara Is the real
politics.
T
&
If circumstances were differHad Reason.
The Politician I only worked that guest
"Fool!" shrieked the parrot angrf.
thing. I felt that way when I first
I
choke
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you
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that
throw
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,
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"1 have never seen the fnii " ot.
"Keep still, Polly!" chlded Libbie delighted that It nearly took me
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Mr.
Some
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don't
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notice.

MCDONALD'S
MAJORITY 1500.
E. C. de Baca. Ill; Antonio Lucero
Scouts
Palen
Will
Address
Major
1083; Frank Delgado 942;
Marron
OP.
(Continued rrom rage One.)
Tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock the!
1126; White 984; McGill G54; EmerHoy Scouts will assemble at the Scout
son 1031. The judgeship candidates
The total may reach ljOO. received:
rccms. An address will be made by majority.
Burkhart 2631;
Dunn
state ticket runs 2781; Hanna 2830; Parker 1775; RobMajor R. J. Palen. All ttoy Scouts The Republican
Santa Fe, X. M., Nov. 9, 1911.
a
few ahead of Bursum.
are urged to turn out.
only
erts 1821; Wright 1778. For corporFor New Mexico. GeneralEddy County.
ation council, Owen 2831; Seferino
Basket Ball Game The high school
ly fair tonight.
Friday rain
Eddy county with three precincts j Martinez 2738; G. H. Van Stone 2822;
in South; in North portion
girls' basket ball team will play tha
Clovis high school girls' team here to hear from gives McDonald 1150 George W. Armijo 1734; Hugh Wil
much colder.
majority and will reach a total of liams 1875; M. S. Groves 1798. For
Thursday night, Nov. ICth, and Friday KioO.
The state ticket of the RepubNov.
line
The
17th.
will
afternoon,
Valverde
up
licans received a few more votes than Congress, Fergusson 2875;
be announced later.
The Krements one piece collar
2073; Curry 1831; Baca 17S8. For disFirver,-Whit- er
Bursum.
2Jc at Goebels.
trict judge H. F. Raynolds had 990 maRain and
Snow Tomorrow The
San Miguel County.
Woodmen to Entertain The Santa Weather Bureau
r
jority; for state senator M. U.
predicts rain and
Bursum
carried
San
800
Miguel by
Fe Camp, Modern Woodmen of Ame- srow for tomorrow and much colder
1044 majority; Isaac Barth 1013
the
rest of the state
majority and
rica have sent out invitations to a.
weather.
Yesterday the maximum j
majority; for representative, Garcia
to be he'd tomorrow nigh', in the was 47 degrees and the minimum 31 j ticket by 1,000 majority upward.
714 majority; T. A. Gurule 831; J. B.
Quay
County.
Elks' Hall.
GERMAN
1032;
degrees.
Burg
probate judge, Julius
Bursum
defeats
226
Quay
county
!
by
I aHies
fllanpo mnp mini alinnt flint
Staab 1007;
sheriff, Jesus Romero
Apples Order your winter apples majority.
ready to wear suit, and get a MADE now, $2.50 per bbl (150 lbs.) Casner
60;J.
A
Santa Fe County.
TO MEASURE ONE, now of us. It Ranch. Phone Black 33126.
Sixteen Republicans in Senate
With
four
San
Ildefonso
precincts,
IN
will cost no more. W. H. Goebel Co.
There
null be sixteen of the twenty-fou- r
San
Pedro
not
) Golden,
Galisteo
and
Woman's Aid Society The special
Social Postponed.
The literary and
the majorities on the state
members of the state senate who
social evening arranged for at the meeting of the Woman's Aid Society included,
ticket in Santa Fe county run as fol- will be Republicans, as follows: John
of the First Presbyterian church, will
Presbyterian church for next
lows: Bursum 2C4; Malanuias
Mar- S. Clark, Juan Navarro. Luis Ilield, T.
has beelt postponed until fur- be held at the .iome of Mrs. C. L.
tinez 287; Secundino Romero 321; W. D. Burns, E. A. Miera E. C. Crampton,
3
ther notice is given.
Grocery, Bakery and Market,
Those having Bishop tomorrow afternoon at
O. Sargent 263; Sylvestre
Mirabal E. B. Gallegos, B. F. Pankey, Squire
received invitations will please take o'clock. Business of importance,
32S; Frank W. Clancy 487; R. P.
Phone No. 4.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Hartt, Boleslo Romero, A C. Abeyta,
445; A. B. Stroup 341. On the C. J. Laughren, William M. McCoy, H.
state judicial ticket, Parker received B. Holt, Gregory Page and J. M. Bow15SS; Roberts 1,378; Wright 1.574; man.
Hanna 1,280; Burkhart 1,244; Dunn
A. A. Jones' Statement.
WE RECOMMEND TO YOU THE
1.220.
- At
1:30 o'clock this
afternoon
Corporation commissioners,
George Chairman A. A. Jones of the DemoC.
W. Armijo 1591; Owen 1228; Williams cratic Central committee made
the
1588; Martinez
1232;
Graves. 1584: following statement:
.
"From reports we have at hand we
Van Stone 1234.
Congress,
Curry
Season.
Hardy Plants and Flowers in
1621; Fergusson .ZG0; Elfego Baca feel safe in claiming the election of
1561; Valverde 1211. District judge, W. C. McDonald and all of the DemoThe kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
E. C. Abbott 1617; Whitehead 1211. cratic supreme court ticket by four
415 Palace Avenue.
Phone. Black 204.
son, accurate tiir.e under all conditions, because it is
!l
District attorney, Alexander Read thousand majority and the entire
Of
15C3; Crist 12C0.
House, R. L. Baca state ticket by two thousand.
THE FINEST PRACTICAL PCCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD
1592; J. S. Candelario 1297; C. C. course, we have no complete returns
Catron 1354; S. G. Cartwright 1322; yet from any county, but these estiWe have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
Labadie 1543 Rael 1283.
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endSheriff, mates are formed from reports reless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
Charles Cl.osson 1501; Delgado 1330. ceived and judging by the 'drift' Of
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
Treasurer, Lopez 1566; Griffin 1258. things. The Democratic ticket polled
Probate clerk, M. A. Ortiz 1469; Del- ninety-fivper cent of the Socialist
School superintendent, vote for the judges of the supreme
gado 1361.
Conway 15S3; Pollard 1224. Probate court and that accounts for the heavy
Judge, Alarid 15S7; Montoya 1245. As- majority we claim for the judicial
sessor, Rivera 1602; Gonzales 1223. ticket."
Mr. Jones has just returned here
County commissioners, Kinsell 1604;
tv 9 V 31
Seligman 1239; Pino 1565; Rael 12C5; from Las Vegas and he says that
nt
NOTE Perfect service in our watch
Jiron 1350; Romero 1274.
Surveyor, Bursum probably carried San Miguel
is our hobby. Try it.
Hill 1607; Walker 1222.
county by 750, and part of the RepubOf the four precincts missing, Gal- lican ticket was elected by about 900,
isteo gave Bursum 59 majority; Ilde- from returns he heard there.
fonso 31; Golden went 30 against him
and San Pedro split even.
NORWAY AND SWEDEN
Colfax County.
WANT TA1MFF CONCESSIONS.
Bursum is defeated by 230 votes in
Colfax county. The state ticket oth- Ask for the Most Favored
Nations'
erwise runs 400 votes ahead of BurDealer iu New and Second-HanClause in Their Treaties
sum. E. C. Crampton is elected to
Free Wood Pulp.
the state senate. The
Republican
county ticket is elected except super- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
intendent of schools and assessor. M.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 9. NorC. Pacheeo for the House is also de- way and Sweden, through their diplofeated.
Reed Holloman
is elected matic representatives here, have reCarpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
judge in the district and Remley dis- quested the United States to grant to
trict attorney.
them, under the favored
nations'
Valencia County.
clause of their treaties, the same privSecond-Han- d
Cash
Price
for
Paid
Goods.
Highest
A telephone
s
message from Los
ileges given to Canada by section 2
this afternoon declares that Val- of the reciprocity agreement, by
encia county has given Bursum 1575 which wood pulp and print paper are
New and Second-HanGoods Sold on Easy Payments.
J it
majority, and the state ticket 1600 admitted free of duty into the United
majority.
States.
PHONE 56 BLACK.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Bernalillo County.
The following are the Bernalillo
If you want anything on earth. try
Cash
county majorities: McDonald 1177; j a New Mexican Want Ad.
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muress' flour

the answer to

every Bakirvg Problem.

It's
arvd More Uniform.
Made by LARABEES

Famous

j

j

Sul-ze-
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PROCESS.

ROGERS SILVERWARE
EVERY SACK.
COUPON

F. ANDREWS,

FIVE UNIONS WILL
? 'DECIDE STRIKE

Er-vie- n

GMEN

JAMES

s o:ic.

McCONVERY,
their

e

" It's the Watch for You."

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
repair-departme-

DAVID LOWITZKI,

QUESTION.

Rock Island Officials Reiterate Their
Statement Against the
Federation.
(Bv Special leased Wire to New Mexican
Chicago, 111., Nov. 9. Whether the
shop employes of the Rock Island road
will join the ranks of men now striking for recognition of their federation
plan is up to officials of the five
union involved.
At a conference between the employes and railroad offlcicals today
statements of the road's position were
given the men. It is reported that

the railroad reiterated its purpose
not to deal with the federation.
MEETS BLOOD ON
TRIPOLITAN BATTLEFIELDS.

BLOOD

Crime," Declares
Italian Minister of War in
an Official Dispatch.

"Punishment Fits

Friday-evenin-

,

1911.

9,

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Nov. 9. The
"the punishment fits the crime," and
"blood met blood" on Tripolitan
ields
Vas declared in a cablegram
tc the Italian embassy today by San
Italian minister of war, referring to the reported Italian atrocities against the Turks and Arabs.
battle-f-

RHODES SCHOLAR WINS
HAMMER THROWING

EVENT.

Adams Tossed Weight 32 Feet 2 Inch-- ;
es and Hammer 98 Feet, 11
Inches.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Oxford, Eng., Nov. 9. E. T. Adams,
a Rhodes scholar from Baylor University, Waco, Texas, won the hammer and weight throwing event at
the Freshmen's sports held here today. Adams threw the hammer 98
feet, 11 inches, and tossed the weight
32 feet, 2 inches.

MEN

AND

WOMEN

FOR GOVERNMENT

WANTED

POSITIONS.

Free booklet tells about 360,000
protcted positions in U. S. Civil SerMore than 40,000 vacancies
vice.
lifetime
employment
every year,
examina-tio- n
Easy to get. Just ask for
New Mexico Civil Serbooklet
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M., Box
452.
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Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

Lu-na-

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.,
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UR Readymade Department is full up to its capacity. We have just received a large
z shipment of LADIES' NOBBY DRESSES, which we will sell you cheaper than you can

buy them East. They range from

for less than a third more. We have a large stock of

which you caring

OLdilffiSiisis, Coats from $8.50
s

'

up-to-d-

ate

:

ft:

to $50

BT
ovelr
500 LadieS' Waists, which we are selling at a sacrifice price. We
We
havi:
ajpisce.
i
i
i
stock, at very reasonable prices, and we are entitled
triipiete
carry a large1
::
to your patronage.
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